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Abstract
IP Television (IPTV) has created a new arena for digital advertising that has not been explored

to its full potential yet. IPTV allows users to retrieve on demand content and recommended
content; however, very limited research has been applied in the domain of advertising in IPTV

systems. The diversity of the field led to a lot of mature efforts in the fields of content
recommendation and mobile advertising. The introduction of IPTV and smart devices led to

the ability to gather more context information that was not subject of study before. This
research attempts at studying the different contextual parameters, how to enrich the advertising

context to tailor better ads for users, devising a recommendation engine that utilizes the new
context, building a prototype to prove the viability of the system and evaluating it on different
quality of service and quality of experience measures.

To tackle this problem, a review of the state of the art in the field of context-aware advertising

as well as the related field of context-aware multimedia have been studied. The intent was to

come up with the most relevant contextual parameters that can possibly yield a higher
percentage precision for recommending advertisements to users. Subsequently, a prototype
application was also developed to validate the feasibility and viability of the approach. The

prototype gathers contextual information related to the number of viewers, their age, genders,

viewing angles as well as their emotions. The gathered context is then dispatched to a web
service which generates advertisement recommendations and sends them back to the user. A
scheduler was also implemented to identify the most suitable time to push advertisements to
users based on their attention span.

To achieve our contributions, a corpus of 421 ads was gathered and processed for streaming.
The advertisements were displayed in reality during the holy month of Ramadan, 2016. A data

gathering application was developed where sample users were presented with 10 random ads
and asked to rate and evaluate the advertisements according to a predetermined criteria. The
gathered data was used for training the recommendation engine and computing the latent

context-item preferences. This also served to identify the performance of a system that
randomly sends advertisements to users. The resulting performance is used as a benchmark to
compare our results against.
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When it comes to the recommendation engine itself, several implementation options were
considered that pertain to the methodology to create a vector representation of an advertisement
as well as the metric to use to measure the similarity between two advertisement vectors. The

goal is to find a representation of advertisements that circumvents the cold start problem and
the best similarity measure to use with the different vectorization techniques. A set of
experiments have been designed and executed to identify the right vectorization methodology
and similarity measure to apply in this problem domain.

To evaluate the overall performance of the system, several experiments were designed and
executed that cover different quality aspects of the system such as quality of service, quality of

experience and quality of context. All three aspects have been measured and our results show
that our recommendation engine exhibits a significant improvement over other mechanisms of

pushing ads to users that are employed in currently existing systems. The other mechanisms

placed in comparison are the random ad generation and targeted ad generation. Targeted ads
mechanism relies on demographic information of the viewer with disregard to his/her historical
consumption. Our system showed a precision percentage of 69.70% which means that roughly

7 out of 10 recommended ads are actually liked and viewed to the end by the viewer. The
practice of randomly generating ads yields a result of 41.11% precision which means that only

4 out of 10 recommended ads are actually liked by viewers. The targeted ads system resulted
in 51.39% precision. Our results show that a significant improvement can be introduced when

employing context within a recommendation engine. When introducing emotion context, our
results show a significant improvement in case the user’s emotion is happiness; however, it

showed a degradation of performance when the user’s emotion is sadness. When considering

all emotions, the overall results did not show a significant improvement. It is worth noting
though that ads recommended based on detected emotions using our systems proved to always
be relevant to the user’s current mood.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Background
The introduction of IPTV introduced a new realm for giving users control over the

entertainment industry. With IPTV, users get to choose the exact content and timing of

delivery. Accordingly, many research efforts have been made to identify and push relevant
content to users to better engage them and maintain their loyalty. On the other hand, the

associated advertisement industry followed pace, and marketers started shifting their efforts
to include advertising plans in IPTV systems. To the disappointment, the methodology for
selecting and delivering advertisements in IPTV systems is far from mature. Despite the

efforts conducted in the fields of content recommendation in general, and context-aware

advertising for mobile devices, little investment had been conducted in the fields of contextaware advertising for IPTV systems in specific.

To the best knowledge of the author, the contextual information that is realistically used to
recommend advertisements in IPTV systems is far from significant. Accordingly, a need

arises to build systems that are capable of gathering and using richer context information

from both the physical and virtual worlds, such as from smart devices and social networks,
and using them to create better advertisement recommendations in IPTV systems. A

recommendation engine must also be devised to capitalize on the richer set of context

parameters and allow marketers to better target their advertisements in a way that best

satisfies their marketing strategy (either aim for larger reach or higher frequency for target
groups).

This work studies related efforts in context-aware advertising including digital media, mobile
advertising, as well as IPTV systems. We also study the related efforts in the broader field of
context-aware multimedia, which in itself is deficient in the way it focuses primarily on

recommending valid content alone instead of also recommending valid advertisements. Due
to the higher investment in context-aware multimedia, richer research efforts have been

conducted and lessons learned from them will be adapted to this research. We also study

different efforts conducted on user modeling and recommendation engines as sub-problems
of this research, as well as marketing techniques used and how to adapt them in our work.
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In a nutshell, we will be evaluating new contextual parameters that have not been fully

utilized in the field of context-aware advertising in IPTV systems. We will also build a

prototype to gather the different context information from smart devices and utilize cloud

services to enrich the context data into context information. A recommendation engine will
be developed that is capable of utilizing the new contextual parameters while taking into

consideration the defined marketing strategy and objectives set by marketers (or ad bidders).
The goal is to offer advertisements recommendation in a way that enhances the view-ability
of the advertisement by its target audience to the end (watch the whole advertisement not

only part of it). The systems in comparison will be compromised of two parallel systems, one
that offers random recommendations and one that offers targeted ads based on user

demographic information. A set of metrics are defined for the evaluation of the performance
of our approach from various aspects including quality of service, quality of experience and
quality of context. Details about the metrics used for each aspect are listed in the
Experimentation section.

1.2. Problem Definition
The invention of IP Television (IPTV) created an opportunity for product and service providers

to better target their audience and cater for personalized interest in media content. Much of the
targeted content delivered through IPTV relies on an on-demand type media delivery. In most

cases, user preference and history of usage influence relevant media delivery, similar to what
happens in social media. However, very limited research contribution has been made to use the

extremely rich set of contextual data of viewers to be used as an influence for media delivery
to target audience. Although context could be as simple as location and physical presence, it

can be as diverse as viewer gender, attention span, estimated age, interest, emotion, and
likelihood of making purchasing decisions. The selection of an appropriate and effective set of

contextual parameters that will be used to customize advertisement delivery must be carefully
chosen and experimented with a way that can maximize certain utilities aligned with the
objective of the advertisement. Not only should this allow for an increase in the viewership of

each advertisement, and expected revenue, but can also enhance the impact of advertisements
on the target audience. This could be seen as a form of behavioral targeting of content to users,
which is a twenty billion dollar industry that is exceptionally growing at an unprecedented pace
by major market players.
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1.3. Thesis Statement
The objective of this work is to create and evaluate a system that is capable of recommending
ads to users with adequate precision. This is meant to increase the effectiveness of ads by

establishing context aware targeting. Our measure to imply interest in an ad is by a viewer
watching the ad till its end. Our approach in this work is to survey the domain of context-

aware advertising and other related domains such as context-aware multimedia to identify the
current and potential contextual parameters that can be employed to better target

advertisements to viewers in IPTV systems. We also study the underlying enabling domains

such as recommendation engines, and context-aware recommendation engines to identify the
approach to follow and different methodologies for incorporating context information within
a recommendation engine. We also survey the fields of targeting advertisements to explore

the various techniques used in the field of marketing, user modeling and nomadism. Finally,

we also survey the different quality aspects that pertain to similar applications such as quality

of service, quality of experience, and quality of context to identify the various metrics used in
the domain and design ones to use for evaluating our approach.

A demo application was built based on the results of the various studies to prove the viability

of the approach and test its effectiveness. The application incorporates contextual information
from multiple sources such as social media, camera device and location services, to identify
the profile of the current viewers. The application also detects user emotions to recommend
ads that are suitable for the viewer’s current mood. Recommendations are supplied to
individual users and group of users viewing from the same device.

From a recommendation engine perspective, we propose an approach that incorporates

contextual information using pre-filtering and post-filtering. We also present a methodology
for vectorization of advertisements to be used in item-based filtering recommendation
approach that is not vulnerable to the cold start problem.

Various metrics have been designed and measured to qualify the various quality aspects of
the applications. Quality of service, quality of experience and quality of context have been
measured and reported on. An experiment is designed to allow users to receive

recommendations under varying moods to test the precision of the recommendation engine
and the suitability for the user’s current mood (quality of experience). We also use this

experiment to measure the accuracy of the context gathering techniques (quality of context).
Execution times and turnaround times for all components in the system have been measured
to identify the quality of service.
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1.4. Contribution
The main contribution of this research is to employ richer context information to enhance the
effectiveness of advertisements delivered in IPTV environments in a way that surpasses

current practices of regular TV, Set-Top-Boxes (STBs), and online advertising. Multiple
specific contributions will be achieved throughout this research. To achieve and build

confidence in the viability of our contribution, multiple objectives need to be achieved.
1. The first objective is to define the appropriate contextual parameters for

recommending advertisements. A prototype will be developed for gathering this

context information and applying it to a recommendation engine. A study of relevant
types of contextual parameters, and their effectiveness in advertisement

recommendation will be conducted. This study will cover the available context

information and cross-reference them with other related fields such as context-aware
multimedia delivery. The contribution will include the context sources involved,

collection mechanism and inference or enrichment procedures (getting higher level
context information from raw context data).

2. Building a recommendation model that is context aware and scalable. It also includes
building a delivery engine that supplies users with recommended ads in appropriate
times.

3. Identifying the best approach to represent advertisements in a vector representation
and selecting the most appropriate similarity measurement in a manner that is not
vulnerable to the cold start problem.

4. Scheduling and prioritization of advertisements based on a confidence level that is
calculated according to the proximity of the ad to user interests either statically
gathered by the system profile or dynamically from social networks as well as

suitability for the current user’s emotion context. Different techniques for utilizing

content intrinsic properties (such as brand, genre, target age group, etc.) along with
historical transactions (e.g. user ratings) will be proposed to use together for

computing content similarity. Current approaches either calculate similarities based
on content properties or based on historical transactions (such as collaborative

filtering and item-based filtering) but not both. The former approach is sometimes

used as default when no historical transactions are available [36]. This research will
attempt to apply different techniques in constructing the vectors describing each
content item in a way that expresses the content properties itself along with its
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historical transactions. The challenge posed by this approach is mixing nominal

attributes, such as genre, with numerical attributes, such as ratings. The proposed
approach section will discuss different options as well as their advantages and
disadvantages.

5. Techniques for supporting nomadism will be discussed and a methodology for this
work will be proposed.

6. The recommendation engine shall support recommending advertisements to a group

of users sitting in front of the same viewing device (like a group watching a football

7.

match together or a family watching a show on the same device).

Experimentation will be conducted upon the prototype and overarching used

architecture to demonstrate effectiveness in delivering advertisements to target

audience as compared to other systems. Other systems include random ad generation
and ad targeting. We will be using metrics of Quality of Service (QoS) as well as
Quality of Experience (QoE) for the purpose of evaluation as well as Quality of
Context (QoC). The main metrics used for evaluation are:

a. Delay of delivery: How much time it takes to deliver a recommendation to the
user by the recommendation engine.

b. Precision of recommendation: Calculated by checking the items recommended by
the system and relevant to the user, divided by the total recommendations sent to
that user. In our case the expression of interest can be implied by viewing the
advertisement till its end.

The first metric proposed measures the quality of service, while the second metric

measures the quality of experience as perceived by the user from recommendation

precision perspective. More details about the metrics and experiments design can be
found in the Experimentation section.

This research neither handles advertisement bidding, nor filtering advertisements based on
remaining budget, that, which is left to an industrial scale application. Bidder information may
include information about the target audience profile, target location, bid per viewership (how

much they are willing to pay per viewership) and total budget to limit their spending. In

addition, the advertising strategy can be taken into consideration. Advertising strategies can
target for maximum reach (reaching as many unique number of viewers) or for maximum
frequency (targeting the same set of users multiple times that can be capped at a certain
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frequency). These strategies are important for optimizing the advertiser's budget according to
the marketing objectives.

1.5. Highlights of our approach
Our work identifies approaches for two main areas, context gathering and advertisement

recommendation. For context gathering, multiple sources are considered to retrieve different
types of information. We also consider redundant sources supplying the same information,
one is used as a primary source of information and the other is a secondary source of

information when the primary source is not available. The main sources of contextual

information are the social network (Facebook), camera device and location services. The
access to social network information requires users to log in using the social network

credentials and granting access on profile information to the application, thus social networks
are used as the primary source for profile information. In case the user denies access to social
network profile, the camera device is used to identify demographic attributes of the user such

as age and gender, secondary source of information. It is worth noting that it is not always the
case that social networks are the primary source of information. In case of location

information, the location services are the primary source of information and social network

data can be used as a secondary source in case of the unavailability of the primary source of

information. Our context gathering approach also includes context enrichment techniques to
retrieve abstract level of information from raw context data, such as GPS coordinates data
enriched into region level information.

The second main area is the recommendation engine approach. The first decision that needed
to be made is how to represent advertisements. This is referred to as vectorization of

advertisements and the various options are detailed in the proposed approach section. The

second decision that needed to be made is the similarity measure to use which is one out of

three options: cosine similarity, Pearson coefficient and average similarity. All the available
techniques have been implemented to be evaluated for use in real-life scenarios. A data

gathering application which presents random advertisements to users was implemented to

gather explicit ratings from users. These ratings were then used to train the recommendation
engine and test the precision of the various approaches. The test relied on computing a

recommendation and finding out if it existed in the list of ads rated positively by users. The
decided upon approach is further evaluated in another experiment with real users.
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Further details on the approach is presented in chapters 3 and 4. Details on the methodology
for experimentation are detailed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 2: Related Work
Context awareness has been applied in multiple related fields. The concept was applied in the

field of online advertising, mobile advertising and IPTV systems. It was also applied in

Context-Aware Multimedia to recommend relevant content based on user’s context. Another

related field to this study is Recommendation Engines. Recommendation Engines are covered

here to identify the most suitable engine for this research. Similarly some sub-problems of this
research have been tackled separately by researchers such as User Modeling, Advertisement

Targeting and others. This section will be divided into several subsections, each tackling the
related work in the relevant field of study.

2.1. Context Aware Advertising
Several efforts have been conducted in the field of context-aware advertising. The efforts span
mobile advertising and IPTV systems as well. In IPTV, the research in [1] proposes a

mechanism for ad placement as well as a bidding model on user profiles that is inspired by
Google AdWords. Their bidding model requires advertisers to bid on user profiles as well as

time slots in which the ad is to be displayed. The model they created is designed to support
legacy models of ad placement, which is bidding on programs based on viewership rather than
bidding on user profiles. Their ad placement algorithm is aimed to maximize service provider

revenues. Their personalization mechanism factors in the web browsing activities of users as
well as the TV viewership activities. In their discussion, they realize that full personalization

is not feasible as this will cause a major overhead on the network, so instead they recommend
ads to groups of users to increase bandwidth efficiency. However, we realize that the

communication technology infrastructure is growing in capacity and we choose to create a

model that supports recommending advertisements to individuals as well as groups of users.

The authors in [1] mention developing a working prototype for their model, but they did not
report on its precision, effectiveness or performance.

The patent in [2] offers a system and method for personalized advertising in IPTV systems.

Their method relies on periodically pushing ads to PVR's in a household to be displayed during
the ad insert period. Their decision for choosing ads relies on geography, demographics, time

of day and current program on TV. Like [1], they realize that full personalization is not feasible
due to limited bandwidth, so they evaluate the decision parameters over multiple users grouped

by distribution areas and delivering the same package of ads to the distribution area. The patent
17

in [2] factors in user interests to filter ads. It also includes micro-level granularity of location

such as room in a household which is pre-set during the installation of the system. This patent
offers a business model that is closest to current advertisements business model in broadcast
networks. Implementation and performance metrics are not mentioned in the patent. Due to the

fact that grouping of users is mainly done over a distribution area that is defined geographically,

a lot of the parameters will average out such as age or gender. We believe that this will result
in defaulting back to the broadcast model where advertisers bid on content not user profiles.

Context-Aware Advertising does not only pertain to IPTV systems, but it also applies to mobile

advertising and perhaps there are lessons learned in mobile advertising that can be applied or
adapted in IPTV systems. Several efforts have been conducted in context-aware mobile
advertising that focus on developing a research model, a recommendation algorithm and a
delivery system.

The research in [3] focuses on developing a research approach for personalized mobile

advertising with focus on user modeling techniques. Their modeling technique is based on the

factors that influence a buyer's decision such as buyer's individual characteristics, the

environment, price and promotion. Their recommendation model is based on information on

three main categories. The first category pertains to the context and includes information like

location, weather, user activities and time of day. The second category focuses on content
which is defined by the price, brand, and the promotion. The third is related to demographics

and the fourth is user preference. Since they focused on Food industry, user preference is
defined by cuisine, ambience, service, and food to recommend restaurants. Their research
model is based on surveying users then set prior probabilities on a Bayesian network using the

survey data and use this information to recommend restaurants to users. They performed an
experiment and their results statistically show that sending recommended advertisements is
more effective than sending random advertisements by enhancing users' attitude towards the

ad and increasing willingness to utilize these ads. However, there are some limitations to their

research as it was applied in China and needs to be proven in other countries. There is no report
on the performance of their implementation so there is no indication on how many users can it
support or how many advertisements it can recommend in a certain period of time.

The research in [4] proposes a new recommendation engine that is a hybrid between
collaborative filtering (CF) and genetic algorithm (GA). They also focus on mobile

advertisement, therefore their context information is defined by location (visiting area), time
which defined by visiting day (working day or week end) and time (morning, lunch, dinner,

afternoon, night). They also include information on user needs: utilitarian (practical needs) or
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hedonic (pleasure needs). The user need information is not detected but manually input by the

users. In brief their model is used to predict user rating on a product so they use Pearson
Coefficients to detect user similarities and weigh those coefficients by weight factors generated

using GA which is used to find the similarities between contexts. Their results show that they
can gain the most precision by combining all the sources of context information and improve

the precision of predicted ratings only using collaborative filtering approach. They also prove

that the precision of predictions are statistically better using paired-samples t-test. The research

suffers from the limitations of data scarcity and, therefore, the results of measuring similarities

between users may be uncertain. Their approach is still invasive since users have to input their
type of need (utilitarian or hedonic). The effectiveness of this approach is yet to be proven in a
real-world scenario. In addition, they do not report on performance, so we cannot estimate the
scale of users or rate of recommendations they can handle.

A sample mobile advertisement delivery mechanism is portrayed in [5] where they attempt to
have a non-intrusive method of delivering mobile advertisements that are personalized to the

target users. They implement the advertisement delivery mechanism as an overlay on a tourist
guide mobile app. Their objective is to deliver advertisements to users when they need them,

where they need them and how they need them (in a form sensitive to their technological
context). Their context information is divided into four main categories: User context,

computing context, physical context and history context. User context is defined by user
identity, profile, location and orientation. Computing context is defined by network

connectivity and bandwidth, type of device, and type of operating system. Physical context is
defined by the surrounding environment and nearby objects. History context is a trace of all

the above contexts recorded across a time span. Their research was performed in 2004 and used
outdated devices, however this paper proposes a method of detecting users' emotions to be

included in the context information and used in the recommendation engine. To detect
emotions it is necessary to read information on blood volume (BVP), heart rate (EKG),

galvanic skin conductance (SC), and respiratory rate which are commonly used in emotion
research experiments. These measurements are used to detect emotion information on 2 axes:

valence which is the type of emotion and arousal, the intensity of emotion. Perhaps it was not

feasible to read such information to detect user emotions in 2004, but today with the penetration
of wearable devices some of these measurements can be recorded and perhaps turn out to be

useful in identifying user emotions in terms of type or intensity or both. Again, the authors do
not report on the precision or effectiveness of the recommendation engine. They also do not
mention the scale of users they can handle.
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When it comes to the information taken into consideration when making context-aware
decision, each research took a different set of parameters as can be seen in the previous section.

The following table summarizes the set of context information used in each recommendation

model. This table contains attributes that pertain to Context-Aware Multimedia in addition to
Context-Aware Advertising. While some of these parameters do not apply to advertising, other

parameters do apply and can be adapted to the field of advertisement. For the applicable
parameters, it is crucial to see how the contributions in Context-Aware Multimedia
incorporated those parameters in their recommendation model.

Table 1. Comparison of context information in context aware advertising

Feature/Paper

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Type

Paper

Patent

Paper

Paper

Paper

Target

Advertising

Advertising

Advertising

Advertising

Advertising

Yes

Yes

Context Information
User Context
Age
Identity

Yes

Profile/Preferences

Yes

Yes

Location

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Granularity of location

Room

GPS

Visiting Area

GPS and Abstract

User Activities

Web Browsing
Activities

Yes

Street/Building

Yes

TV Viewership
Activities

Emotions
Needs

Yes (proposed)
Utilitarian
Hedonic

Agenda
Consumption History
Gender
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Purchase History
Service Context
Current Program

Yes

Brand Information

Yes

Promotion

Yes

Content Language
Content Format
Content Description
Access rights
Location
Current Content Viewership
Rating/Actual Viewership
Computing Context
Network and Bandwidth

Yes

Device Type

Yes

Yes

Device Status
Operating System

Yes

Physical Context
Surrounding Environment

Yes

Nearby Objects

Yes

Weather

Yes

History Context
Time

Day

Week day
Week end

Visiting Time

Time of Day

Day of Week
Month

Season

Privacy
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Session Mobility

As we can see in the table above, most of the information comes from statically input data

(such as user profile and interests). Very few parameters are automatically read by the different
systems (dynamic data are highlighted in the table above). This increases the level of
personalization of displayed advertisements, but leaves room for enhancing the contextawareness of the recommendation engine.

2.2. Context Aware Multimedia
Related work in Context-Aware Multimedia is studied due to the common background and

similar functionality. In multimedia, the same devices are used for viewership and the same

users are in concern. A lot of the context parameters also apply like location, age, gender, etc.
The only difference is that in Multimedia, the context is used to recommend relevant content
while in advertising, the context is used to recommend relevant advertisements. The UP-TO-

US project described in [8-13] is perhaps the most extensive work in context-aware multimedia

covered in this section. UP-TO-US project focuses on three main areas of personalization. First

it focuses on Electronic Program Guide (EPG) personalization through inclusion of contextaware content recommendation. Second, it focuses on content mobility in user’s domestic
sphere. This means that content should follow the user by detecting the location he is currently
in within his/her household. Third, it focuses on content personalization during nomadism.

Nomadism is the process of accessing content as a guest from another environment such as

visiting a friend’s place. The UP-TO-US project focuses on how to maintain personalization
when a user is a guest in a foreign environment (friends place, hotel room, etc.). The project is

divided into several modules. The first module is the Application Layer and consists of several

components. The first component is the recommendation system, the second is the user profile

management, the third is for the User Equipment (UE) Service continuity, and the fourth is for

the nomadic service component. The second module is the Privacy and Security Module which

focuses on verifying user’s policies, allowing users to set flexible policies regarding who and
in which situation may access their context status and allows users to block access to some

applications if necessary. The data model used by this project is an Ontology language which
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is stored in a relational database. The data inference is performed using Pellet and the rules are
specified using SWRL. Figure 1 is a high level architecture of UP-TO-US project.

Figure 1. High level context aware architecture in UP-TO-US

Based on the described purpose for UP-TO-US project, the following are the supported use
cases:

● Content adaptation according to each individual user and group users’ preferences:

allowing each user or a group of users to have personalized content matching their
preferences

● Content customization according to the user context and QoE (Quality of Experience):
allowing each user to have personalized content matching the user context (age, gender,
region, preferences, location in the home environment or outside, activity) and thus
optimizing the level of satisfaction.

● Content following the user during his mobility in his domestic sphere: allowing the user
to move around within his domestic sphere while continuing accessing his IPTV service
personalized according to the characteristics of the device in his proximity.

● Content personalization during nomadism: allowing the user to access his personalized

IPTV content in a nomadic situation like in a hotel, in a friend’s house or anywhere
outside his domestic sphere.
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According to UP-TO-US there are four main categories of context information. The first

category is the User Context. This is an aggregation of static and dynamic information about
the user. Static information mainly consists of the user profile, while the dynamic information
are the ones collected by either sensors or other services. Information collected by sensors is
mainly the user location. Other dynamic information collected by services include the user’s

usage history, calendar agenda, ratings on content, and previous content purchases. There is
also a second layer of information called Inferred Information that is high level information

deduced by a change in pattern in the previously described information. The second type of
context is the Device or Terminal Context. This is mainly composed of the device identity,
device capabilities, and available network connectivity. The third type of context information

is the Network Context which is mainly described by technology type (ADSL, 3G, fiber optics,
etc), transmission capacity, current load, available bandwidth, packet loss ratio, delay and jitter.

The fourth type of context information is the Service context. Service context relates to content
information coming from the content provider. Such information contains the data about the

service provider himself, content language, content format, content metadata (title, genre,

duration, etc.), access rights and content location. The following diagram describes the
proposed context-aware system by UP-TO-US project.

Figure 2. Proposed context aware system by UP-TO-US project
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According to UP-TO-US a proposed context-aware system should have a context-aware server

(CAS). This CAS can be composed of several modules such as management, privacy, service

trigger modules and a database. Context-Aware Management (CAM) module gathers the
context information from the user, the application server and the network. CAM supports the
context inference which helps in transforming lower level context information to a higher level
context. The reasoning techniques such as rule based reasoning, probabilistic reasoning, etc.
could be used here. Context Database (CDB) module stores the gathered and inferred context
information and provides query interface to the Service Trigger (ST) module. Service Trigger

(ST) module has two functionalities, personalization of the established services according to

the different context information, and discovering and setting up a personalized service for
users according to the different contexts. The ST module communicates dynamically with the

CDB module to monitor the context information before triggering the services, and

communicates with the Privacy Protection (PP) module to verify if the services can use the
context information or there are privacy constraints. Privacy Protection (PP) module controls

what data might be published, through verifying if the "ready to activate" services are
authorized to access the required user context information or a part of it considering different
privacy levels. The Context-aware User Equipment subsystem consists of a Client Context
Acquisition module and Local Service Management module. Client Context Acquisition

(CCA) module discovers the context sources in the local sphere and collects the raw context

information about user, device and environment. Sensors are the frequently used context
sources which can be present in the user sphere, in the environment or in the device and retrieve

context information from them. Different context information can be derived from these

sensors, such as noises, lighting, proximity, user’s location, etc. These sensors detect the values
and report this value to the CCA which then represents the received information in the

predefined XML format and forwards it to the CAM module located in the CAS. Local Service
Management module controls and manages the local services execution through monitoring

the CCA module and dynamically comparing the context with its stored rules in order to
activate the corresponding service in a personalized manner. The application server consists of

two modules, the Service Context Acquisition and the Media Delivery Context Acquisition

modules. The Service Context Acquisition (SCA) module collects the service context
information and sends it to the CAM. Most service related context information is contained in

the Electronic Program Guide (EPG). The SCA collects the EPG from the IPTV application or

from the internet, and retrieves the information about title of the channel, description, starting
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time, ending time and other information like categories. SCA then represents the information
in an XML format and forwards it to the CAM. Media Delivery Context Acquisition (MDCA)
module monitors the content delivery and dynamically acquires the network context
information during the content delivery and sends it to the CAM. This information reflects the

state of the network such as packet loss, jitter, and round-trip delay. In the network domain, a
Network Context Acquisition (NCA) module is responsible for collecting the bandwidth

information before each service session establishment and sends the acquired information to

the CAM. It is noteworthy to mention that UP-TO-US project offers different implementations
for the previously described architecture for deployment in Internet Multimedia Subsystem

(IMS) environment and in non-IMS environments or New Generation Network (NGN)

environments. Performance metrics used in UP-TO-US project rely on three metrics. The first
metric is the delay of the personalized content selection (DPS) - that is the performance of the

recommendation engine itself. The second metric is the delay in service initiation (DSI). The
third metric is the EPG Browsing Time (EBT) which measures the quality of the experience
by users in finding the relevant content and they offer a formula to calculate this metric based
on the precision probability of the recommendation engine and the estimated time the user
takes to judge on whether he likes that content or not.

Other efforts were conducted in the field of context-aware multimedia. The research in [14]
proposes a design that focuses on augmenting Internet Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) to make

it context aware. It provides an interface for sensor networks to report data to be included in
the computing context. According to the design in [14] the architecture is composed of

Pervasive Services Management (PSM) subsystem which is in turn composed of Service
Delivery Manager (SDM), Composition Manager (CoM), and Deployment Manager (DeM)
and is responsible for managing the discovery, filtering, composition, deployment and lifecycle

of services. It also has modules such as Preference Manager (PM), Preference Condition
Monitor (PCM) and Learning Manager (LeM). It has a Context Manager (CM) that manages
the collection and storage of context information on any entity, including services and users.
Other components include Identity Manager (IdM), Location Manager (LM), Coordination

Engine (CE), Multimedia Service Provisioning Broker (MMSPB) and Media Resource
Manager (MRM). The research in [15] proposes an architecture for adaptive IPTV services.
The purpose of the proposed architecture is to introduce new functionalities in IPTV over IMS
which optimize satisfaction of the end-user and resource utilization of the operator’s networks.

It uses a context sensitive user profile model to deliver IPTV streams adapted to the user’s

environment. The research proposes a novel IMS-compatible user-centric network
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management solution that employs user profile management and adaptive techniques for IPTV
services in order to (a) compensate network impairments according to the time varying

conditions of the network delivery chain, (b) perform a content dependent optimization of the

encoding and/or streaming parameters and (c) improve the end user experience/satisfaction by
maximizing the delivered quality of service level and delivering content adapted to the end-

user environment. The research in [16] proposes another architecture for a framework for

interactive personalized IPTV for entertainment. The architecture in [16] proposes content

selection and adaptation based on delivery conditions, viewer’s interest and type of devices
used. They split their architecture into a server side and a client side architecture. The server

side holds the different data models such as viewer profile, concept model, quality of
experience model (QoE) and adaptation engine. Viewer profile is composed of interests,
demographics, history of viewed content, access device, and network connectivity. The concept

model is a hierarchy for organizing multimedia content. The concept model organizes content

in four levels: abstract concepts, topics, multimedia items, different quality versions. The QoE
model makes decisions based on viewer’s profile and concept hierarchy to provide
personalized content suggestions. The adaptation engine controls the adaptation of the

streamed multimedia content based on QoE suggestions and client feedback. The client side

consists of a viewer observer, network monitor, device detector, and client feedback unit. The

viewer observer acquires data such as demographical data, subjective preferences, etc. and
monitors the viewer behaviour such as content selection, play, abort, etc. The network monitor

observes the network performance related parameters that include delay, jitter, and loss and
describes the status of the transmission medium. The device detector detects the characteristics
of the used device. The client feedback unit collects data from the viewer observer, network
monitor and device detector, computes feedback grades and regularly sends them to the server.
The work in [17] offer an implementation for IPTV session mobility. The purpose of this

implementation is to transfer and retrieve an active media session to one device, the ability of
a session to be split across multiple devices, and ability to transfer supplementary services to
the destination device along with the IPTV media. To measure their performance, they measure

transfer delay, and media disruption. The below diagram shows the implementation
architecture used in [17].
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Figure 3. IPTV implementation architecture using IMS [17]

The research in [18] offers a conceptual framework for applying semantic web services to
provide context-aware multimedia. They propose a semantic web services based framework

which abstracts from both the annotation schemes and vocabularies and the available software
interfaces - such as web services. The following diagram summarizes the resulting concept
framework.
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Figure 4. Resulting conceptual framework from [18]

The following tables summarizes the different contextual parameters used in the different
systems described in context-aware multimedia.

Table 2. Comparison of context information in context aware multimedia
Feature/Paper

[8]

[9]

[10]

[13]

[14]

Type

Paper

Master Thesis

Paper

Paper

Paper

Target

Content

Content

Content

Content

Content

Age

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Identity

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Context Information
User Context

Profile/Preferences
Location

Yes

Identifies

Roles

managers for
gathering
different
context
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Granularity of location

Region

Room

Region

User Activities

Yes

Yes

Yes

Agenda

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Consumption History

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Content Language

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Content Format

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Content Description

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

information

Emotions
Needs

Gender
Purchase History
Service Context
Current Program
Brand Information
Promotion

Access rights

Yes

Yes

Location

Yes

Yes

Current Content Viewership
Rating/Actual Viewership
Computing Context
Network and Bandwidth

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Device Type

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Device Status

Yes

Yes

Operating System
Physical Context
Surrounding Environment
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Nearby Objects
Weather
History Context
Time

Privacy

Yes

Yes

Yes

Session Mobility

Feature/Paper

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

Type

Paper

Paper

Paper

Paper

Target

Content

Content

Content

Content

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Context Information
User Context
Age
Identity
Profile/Preferences

(Group/Individ
ual)

Location

Yes

Granularity of location

Region

User Activities
Emotions
Needs
Agenda
Consumption History

Yes
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Gender

Yes

Purchase History
Service Context
Current Program
Brand Information
Promotion
Content Language
Content Format
Content Description

Yes

Access rights
Location
Current Content Viewership
Rating/Actual Viewership
Computing Context
Network and Bandwidth
Device Type

Yes

Yes
Yes

Device Status
Operating System
Physical Context
Surrounding Environment
Nearby Objects

Yes (Devices)

Weather
History Context
Time

Privacy

Authenticates

Devices
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Session Mobility

Yes

2.3. User Modeling
One of the sub-problems of this research is how to model users to be able to serve them better

content and a few works focused only on this problem. Sample of these works are presented in

[19-20]. [19] offers a design research approach for user modeling in the field of personalized

mobile advertising. They discuss that the buyer’s decision is influenced by several factors
including the buyer's individual characteristics, the environment, and the merchant's marketing

strategy components such as price and promotion. Context information covers aspects such as

location, time, user activities, and weather. The authors of this paper use customers' user

demographics (e.g., age), user preferences (e.g., preferred ambience), context (e.g., weather
and location), and content (e.g., brand) information. Their approach in brief is to survey users

then use the survey data to set prior probabilities on Bayesian network. Their survey was

performed on 200-300 samples. The following diagram shows the proposed dimensions of
personalization in a restaurant recommendation system.
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Figure 5. User modeling in [19]

The research in [20] offer a flexible user profile management for context-aware ubiquitous

environments. They define context as any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity. The idea is to offer a middleware that offers context to multiple
applications. The context information used in [20] is grouped into user profile, device profile

(for an array of devices), network profile, service profile and context profile (consisting of the
dynamic / volatile data). User profile contains basic information such as age, gender, address,
phone, gender, profession, etc. and also user disabilities such as color perception and hearing
impairments. Device profile is defined for each of an array of devices and each device is

described by its hardware information: CPU speed, capacity, battery life, related peripherals,
software information such as operating system name, version and vendor plus the device brand

and serial number. The network profile is defined by the network type, medium of transmission,
operator, service level agreement, etc. The service profile is defined by its name, version,

protocols supported, ports, multimedia content, database files, billing, etc. The context profile
groups the volatile data such as time, date, location, the service device and network, running
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applications and perceived quality of service values. The below diagram shows the middleware
architecture proposed by [20].

Figure 6. Middleware architecture proposed by [20]

2.4. Recommendation Engines
Another sub-problem is the choice of recommendation engine to use and several efforts were

conducted in this field. A background on the different types of recommendation engines can

be found in [36]. According to the author in [36] there are three main categories of
recommendation engines. The first category pertains to calculating recommendations based on

similarities between users and this is known as collaborative filtering technique. The second
category relies on finding similarities between products (or items such as links, books, movies,

etc.) and this is sometimes referred to as product filtering. The third category is called itembased filtering and it basically capitalizes on the efficiencies of product based filtering to

overcome the lack of scalability issues in collaborative filtering. The basic concept is to build
a similarity matrix between products or items then, to recommend a new item to a user, find
the most similar items to the top rated items by the user. This narrows down the search scope

significantly as well as allows for the precomputation of the similarity matrix due to the

infrequent changes in products and relatively constant scale. Users are expected to grow much
faster than the offered products themselves; therefore, it is more efficient to loop over products
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then loop over users. After getting the most similar new items similar to the top rated items by

the user, a rating score is given to each new item and then the top scores are used to identify
the new products to recommend. There are different methodologies of calculating similarity
measures. The simplest form is to calculate the Euclidean distances between different data

points (the less, the more similar). To convert this metric to be consistent with the semantic of
similarity (the more identifying the more similar), and inverse operation is performed on the

Euclidean distance measure after adding one to it to avoid division by zero. Other similarity

measurement techniques rely on different correlation measures such as Pearson Correlation

which assumes a linear relationship between variables. It is worth mentioning that Pearson
Correlation has an advantage over Euclidean distance measures as it does not require data

normalization. Other distance measures can be useful in different situations such as Manhattan
distance, cosine distance and others. The rating score is usually calculated after quantifying
preference values. For the top similar data, the preference value in concern (based on the type

of filtering technique) is weighted by the similarity score. To account for items that may have

more ratings than others, the sum of the weighted ratings is normalized by the sum of similarity

measures. The patent in [21] shows a system and method for recommending multimedia

content to users. The purpose of the recommendation engine is to recommend content to users
and recommend users to new content entering the database. The authors in [21] discuss a

shortcoming in recommendation systems that rely on finding similarities between users
because such systems are usually over specialized and users do not usually provide enough

information. They discuss that collaborative filtering approach, which relies on similarities

between users, requires a high number of active users and requires enough users to rate new
content to start recommending new items entering the database. The invention described in the

patent uses a hybrid approach. First it utilizes content based recommendation which relies on
the user profile - more specifically user preferences - in order to find titles matching the user’s

preferences. The invention also uses case based recommendation which is based on

recommending titles similar to those already seen and positively rated by the user. In addition,

they include Bayesian recommendation which calculates, for each title, the probability of it to
be preferred by the user. Then the titles with highest probabilities are recommended to the user.

Finally, a combination of the recommendation list is performed from the previously mentioned
recommendation methods. The step of combining those lists is based on a weighted
combination of information related to the user and success of the previously recommended

titles by each approach. These weights basically represent the confidence of each approach.
According to [21], the utilized recommendation methods are capable of handling the arrival of
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new content. The research in [22] propose a context-aware decision engine for content

adaptation. Its purpose is to develop a system that is quality of service aware and targets mobile
users. The prototype developed was for PDF content type but can be extended for other content

types. The quality domains included color, download time, output format, and others. From an

architectural perspective, the authors in [22] mention that they pre-calculate decisions for rarely
changed preferences and compute only changing parameters in real time to adjust for
performance. The research in [4] - previously described and therefore will not be discussed in

details here- also proposes a recommendation model that is an enhancement over the

collaborative filtering approach. The main contribution in [4] is they were able to quantify
similarities between different contexts using genetic algorithms. Therefore, instead of relying

on Pearson’s coefficients alone to identify user similarities, they use the similarities between
contexts produced by the genetic algorithm to adjust the Pearson coefficients between users.
[11] describes the details of the recommendation engine used in UP-TO-US project discussed
previously. The authors in [11] divide the context information into two groups: conditional

context and situational context. Conditional context has the context information that decides
whether the contents are accessible or allowed to be accessed by the user before doing the

content recommendation such as user’s age or lacking network capacity. Situational context is
the context information that influences the user’s preferences regarding two aspects: situational

context (likes to watch news at 4pm) and different influence levels of different context types
(it is 4pm but user is in the salon and likes to watch movies in the salon). The authors in [11]

list the formulas they use to calculate the preference degree for each content feature at each

content value and how they calculate the influence degree of a certain context value as well as

the updating formulas for these values. Due to the realization of the performance penalty of
doing all calculations in runtime, the architecture in [11] performs pre-calculations related to

static content filtering to enhance the performance of the system. They also pre-calculate the
preference degrees for each content feature at each content value once per day and the online
phase only computes the context influence and recommendation list. In case a group of users

are consuming content, the values are replaced with the average values for all users. The

following diagram shows the recommendation system architecture used in UP-TO-US project.
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Figure 7. Recommendation engine architecture in UP-TO-US project

[23] offers a free recommender system library called MyMediaLite that is implemented in C#
programming language. The library offers features such as rating prediction and item
prediction. Below is a table comparison of MyMediaLite with parallel libraries.

Figure 8. Comparison of recommender system libraries adapted from [23]

[24] provides a design and implementation of user context-aware recommendation engine for
mobile. Their system uses Bayesian network, fuzzy logic and rule base. The purpose of this

engine is to recommend services for adaptation according to the user’s current context socially
and personally. Their goal of their research work is to socialize and personalize mobile.
Example services provided by the recommendation engine:

● Provide the callers with the ability to communicate the high priority calls irrespective
of his situation and location

● It goes to silent mode in the classroom/meeting room automatically

● It goes to the vibrating mode automatically in the library and also provides services
like book search

● It provides notifications whenever required; and
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● It provides context based desktop applications.

The process used by [24] can be described as taking the input from sensors which is fuzzified
into linguistic terms. Fuzzified sensors are aggregated to context and stored as a vector. Then

the context is compared with a set of rules and based on the matched rule, a set of actions are
recommended. The research in [25] attempts to build a recommendation engine based on a

psychological model. The authors propose a method to apply user characteristics to the content

recommendation based on the consumption pattern derived from the user's behavior pattern.
The proposed recommendation method adopts and applies the DISC model which is verified

in psychology field for classifying user’s behavior pattern. They then apply a decision tree on
context to recommend genre and the selection of the specific content is based on the preferred

attribute for each personality type. The following diagram shows an example of the schematic
of the recommendation of the user’s preferred multimedia content as proposed by [25].

Figure 9. Adopting DISC psychological model for content recommendation [25]

2.4.1. Context-Aware Recommendation Systems (CARS)

Various efforts have been conducted to incorporate context into recommendation systems.

According to [43,46,54], there are 3 different algorithmic paradigms to incorporate context
into a recommendation engine and 3 methodologies for collecting context.
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Figure 10. Paradigms of incorporating context into a recommendation engine adapted from [54]

The paradigms for including context within a recommendation engine (summarized in the

above figure adapted from [54]) fall under one of the following umbrellas: pre-filtering, post-

filtering, or context modelling. Pre-filtering is mainly employed to remove any content that is
irrelevant to the current context. An example for our scenario is to remove gender targeted
ads when the viewers are only of the opposite gender or showing ads that target children
when only an adult is watching. Pre-filtering reduces the search space for the

recommendation engine and, therefore, has a positive impact on performance. An example of
pre-filtering approach is shown in [11] where they perform static filtering based on

conditional context. The second paradigm for incorporating context into the recommendation
engine is through post-filtering technique. Post-filtering is applied in mainly two situations.
In case a system already has a legacy recommendation engine that needs to be extended to
include context information, post-filtering is applied to filter out the irrelevant

recommendations based on the current context. Post-filtering is also applied when the context
information does not affect the relevance of the content in general, but rather affects the
preference degree of the user to the recommended content. In this case, post-filtering is

applied to re-order the recommendation list based on the preferences of the user given the
current context. An example of post-filtering approach is also shown in [11] where the
authors use situational context to re-sort the list of recommendations based on the user
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preferences for the current context. For example, user is presented with recommendations
action movies and news, but it is 4pm and user likes to watch news at 4pm. This context

information should affect the order of the recommendations by presenting the news content

first. The third approach for adding context awareness to recommendation engines is through
modelling contexts within the recommendation engine itself. This approach mainly relies on

computing similarities between contexts and weighing the Pearson coefficients between users
by context similarity. Such technique is employed in [45] where the authors compute the

cosine similarity between contexts then use the output as weights into the Pearson similarity
between users. The output is used to identify neighborhood set of users to be consulted for
recommendations. Another approach is shown in [4] which uses genetic algorithm to

compute similarities between contexts and then use the output context similarities as weights
for Pearson coefficients between users. The authors in [48] attempt to find latent user

preferences for contexts, but instead of using the output for post-filtering as in [11], they use
the latent semantic analysis to model context within the recommendation engine itself. The

work in [48] tries to build a model that reflects user preferences towards certain contexts and
of a given item to a context.

Methodology for gathering context has also been studied in various works [43, 54]. These can
be categorized as explicit, implicit or inferred. Explicit context gathering techniques require

users to specify the context information (their needs, emotions, who are they watching with,
etc.). Such approach is invasive to the user experience and is kept to a minimum such as

asking users to rate items. Implicit context gathering techniques use various sensors to gather
context such as GPS device for location, contacting a weather service to get weather info,
contacting a time service, and others. These techniques are not invasive to the user

experience. The third method of context gathering is to infer context information such as
estimating the current task or activity being performed by the user. This technique uses

sensors to gather raw context data and attempts to analyze the raw data to produce higher
level context information. For example, the location sensor can be used to infer user’s

district/region level location. Location sensor can also be used to infer relationships between
users by proximity.

Finally, the introduction of context modelling within recommendation engines introduces a
performance penalty and increases sparsity (which may lead to a reduction in

recommendation precision) [49,51,52]. This is due to the fact that instead of performing

computations on a users x items matrix, computations need to be performed on users x items
x context matrix and each dimension can be represented by a vector in itself. The authors in
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[49] attempt to reduce the execution time of recommendation engines by clustering users into
segments and computing user similarities within the same segment. They also propose a

solution to the cold-start problem by assigning new users to a cluster based on demographic
attributes and offering the top recommended items by the users in the assigned cluster. [51]
and [52] offer a solution to the high dimensionality of context aware recommendation

engines by proposing dimensionality reduction techniques that also help in reducing sparsity.
The authors experiment with PCA algorithm and unsupervised neural network (as an autoencoder) to infer latent context.

2.5. Targeting Advertisements
In this section, the methodologies of targeting advertisements will be covered. This has direct

influence on the way of engineering the recommendation engine itself. Since this is a
multidisciplinary field, studies from the field of advertising, marketing and computer science

will be included in this study. Since advertising is an industrial field, latest trends and industry
practices will be taken into consideration as well. In general, targeting advertisements is aimed
at enhancing four measures: attitude toward the ad, attitude toward the brand, intention to click
(for online advertisements), and purchase intention.

There are different methodologies to target advertisements based on the nature of the context
information at hand. This resulted in different types of targeting in the online advertising
ecosystem. According to [26] the following are the different types of targeting in the realm of
online (also known as digital) advertising:

1. Demographic targeting: based on user information such as age, gender, etc.
2. Geotargeting: targets users based on their location data.

3. Behavioral targeting: tracks user’s actions and tries to capture patterns and trends.

4. Contextual targeting: retrieves the advertisement most relevant to the content being
consumed.

5. Site-targeting: similar to contextual targeting but matches the ad against the theme or
genre of the publisher. For example, a mobile manufacturer may choose to publish
ads on consumer electronics sites.

6. Day-part targeting: focuses on people’s work/life schedules.

7. Purchase-based targeting: similar to behavioral targeting but focuses on the purchase
history of the user.
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8. Retargeting: focuses on users who dropped a transaction without completing it. For
example, user who expressed interest in buying a product but did not check it out.
Retargeting is used to serve these users new advertisements in hope that they will
complete the purchase.

In terms of the impact of the above targeting method a research shows that 65% of online

shoppers pay more attention to behaviorally targeted advertisements and 39% say they pay
more attention to contextual advertisements. Despite the rising interest in behavioral targeting

by advertisers and agencies, it faces some opposition. Over 60% of all age groups reject tailored

advertising activities due to the tracking activities required to achieve behavioral targeting [26].
Since the main concern is a privacy concern, our proposed system will address this issue on

several fronts. First, all context gathering activities will be performed on the client device itself
and, therefore, no images or specific location data will be sent to the back-end or stored on the

server. Second, all communications with supporting cloud services will be encrypted using

SSL. Third, the user will remain in control by denying access to social data information or

devices (camera or location services), which will result in an inferior service in terms of ad

recommendation. The article in [27] surveys the different targeting techniques for
advertisements in the realm of TV and Set Top Boxes. In the realm of TV and Set Top Boxes,

the aim is to identify the program(s) whose audience profile fit the target profile for the product

being advertised; therefore, identifying the programs to buy advertisements in. When Set Top
Boxes data is not available, surveys are conducted on sample audience to identify which

programs and channels they watch in a given day or week. The result of the survey is a Nielsen
rating of programs that identify viewership of each program as well as the demographic profile

of the audience watching that program. Now that over 90% of US households have Set Top
Boxes, the targeting problem can be treated as a supervised learning problem - that is to

maximize the buyers per impression reached. The following are the different targeting methods

used for Set Top Boxes. Again, the aim is to identify which programs to buy advertisements
in.

1. Direct Buyer targeting: this is a simple three step process of identifying buyers, find
out what TV programs buyers are watching, then target those programs watched by

buyers. This method has the advantage of being highly predictive of the programs to

buy in the future. It also has the disadvantage that the probability of detecting buyers
is small and works for programs with very high impressions (over 1 million
impressions to detect 14 buyers).
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2. High Dimensional Demographic targeting: also starts with identifying buyers, then

aggregate this data into 3000 variable Buyer Demographic target, then looks for TV

programs matching the demographics of the target profile across the 3000 variables. It
achieves the same results as direct buyer targeting but with better probability of
detecting buyers.

3. Nielsen TRPs: “Nielsen TRPs are similar in concept to the High Dimensional Match

method, however there are several differences including (a) size of panel, (b) number
of demographics, and (c) match function.”

4. Phone response: In case the advertisement can include a phone number, utilize phone
response data to track and optimize the performance of advertisements. This

mechanism has the capability of tracking which stations, programs, time of day that
generate the most phone calls but it is limited because not all advertisements can
utilize this mechanism.

All the four methods mentioned have their usefulness based on the size of the airing
(viewership) of programs. The article also includes studies showing that consumers favor free
TV content with ads, but they just want fewer ads [27].

Other efforts have been conducted to enhance the targeting methods of ads. The patent in [28]

focuses pushing advertisements to mobile users by recommending the most suitable category
of advertisement given the time of day. The patent in [29] submitted by Facebook focuses on

augmenting social networking data with user activities in a third-party system to recommend
advertisements. [30] is a patent by Google which includes a method for serving relevant
advertisements based on contextual targeting described above.

The article in [31] explains one of the models that can be used to measure advertising

effectiveness. The model is used by Nielsen and is called the 3Rs which stand for Reach,
Resonance and Reaction. Reach measures the media performance and basically answers the

question of whether you got what you paid for? Resonance indicates if the right message got
to the right person. Reaction measure if there was enough resonance to create a business
outcome.

The paper in [32] proposes a system for enhancing the targeting of advertisements in social
media by the introduction of a social endorsement. The idea is to identify customers who talked

positively about a certain advertisement by means of sentiment analysis then identifying the

target consumer who should see the ad. The study in [33] studies the impact of advertising
targeting and advertising avoidance. It realizes that increased precision in targeting will
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increase returns up to a point where users will not want to share more information for higher
targeting precision, in which case, a higher precision leads to lower returns.

2.6. Quality of Service and Quality of Experience
Other important aspects to study in this research are the Quality of Service (QoS) and the

Quality of Experience (QoE). QoS measures the throughput of the system, such as delay in
calculating the recommended advertisements, network delays, jitter, packet loss, turn around

time, etc. QoE measures other aspects as perceived by the user such as the precision of the
recommendation engine or smoothness of video streaming. QoE is sometime referred to as

Perceived Quality of Service (PQoS). We noticed that some researchers refer to precision as
accuracy, such as in UP-TO-US project. Precision is the number of correct predictions for a

specific class divided by the total number of predictions for this class, while accuracy is the

total number of correct predictions divided by the total number of samples. UP-TO-US project
discussed in context-aware multimedia uses three metrics to measure their performance [10].

The first two metrics are related to the quality of service and performance of the system. The

first metric calculates the delay of personalized content selection and the second metric
measures the delay in service initiation. The third metric measures the EPG browsing time
which pertains more to the quality of experience. The estimated EPG browsing time depends
on the precision probability of the recommendation engine. Precision probability is given by

checking the recommended content that user expressed interest in divided by the total content
recommendations delivered to that user. The following is the equation for probability precision.

Figure 11. Probability precision used in UP-TO-US project

Given the probability precision, the estimated EPG browsing time can be calculated by

assuming a time constant that users consume before judging content and deciding whether to
view it or to switch the channel. This time constant can be multiplied by the number of

recommended content the user disliked with probability (1-Pa)i where i represents the number
of skipped content. The following is a complete formula on the estimated EPG browsing time
given a total number of programs n.
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Figure 12. Estimated Browsing time employed in UP-TO-US project

In simple terms the above summation operation can be explained as the time spent judging
and skipping content before content i “(i-1) t’” weighted by the probability of skipping all

content before content i (1-Pa)(i-1) and the probability of expressing interest in content i (Pa).

The paper in [34] proposes a QoE-aware Internet Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) infrastructure
for multimedia services. They monitor the PQoS at the terminal and define two thresholds,
below which a yellow or red alarm is triggered to the Multimedia Content Management

System component. The main input received from the terminal is the packet loss ratio. The

thresholds for PQoS in relation to packet loss ratio are gathered using personal experiments

and interviews. The authors in [35] discuss bandwidth allocation optimization for IPTV. They
divide the video QoE errors into three types of errors, Edge errors, Color errors and Jerkiness
errors. Edge errors are measured by detecting blurring images, edge business or block

distortion. Color errors are measured by hue and saturation. Jerkiness error means that the
same frame stalls for a while before proceeding to the next frame (freezed frame). The

authors discuss three ways of measuring those errors. The first is the Frame Reference which
uses the original frame for comparisons. The second is Reduced Reference which extracts
features from the image before and after processing and performs comparison on the

extracted feature. The third is No Reference which uses only processed image for evaluation
and is used to measure jerkiness. The following table shows the different error types and
measurement techniques as presented in [35].
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Figure 13. Video quality indicators adapted from [35]

2.7. Quality of Context (QoC)
Due to the fact that implicit context gathering techniques rely on devices and sensors (such as
location sensor) that have varying degrees of accuracy, there is a need to model and manage
quality of context to better enable pervasive systems make the right decisions. According to
[63], the term QoC was first coined by [57] back in 2003 and is referenced by a few works

afterwards concerning the same problem domain. The authors in [57] defines QoC as “any

information that describes the quality of information that is used as context information”. The
quality of context information severely influences the capability of context-aware

applications to adapt and the lack of information on the quality of context hinders pervasive
applications from having robust performance in real-life scenarios [58].
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The author in [57] primitively lists QoC parameters as the probability of correctness,

trustworthiness, resolution, and up-to-dateness. Following works in the same field contribute

to enriching the classification and categories of QoC parameters as well as standardizing their
definition, such as [58] which realizes a confusion in the used terms and borrows from

engineering and industry for instrumentation measuring to resolve the confusion. Research in
the domain of QoC focuses on categorizing and defining QoC parameters, QoC sources and

propose models and frameworks for designing context-aware applications that take quality of
context into consideration [58-63]. Fast-forward 13 years later, in 2016, the authors in [58]
present an MLContext extension for modeling QoC. In the process, they perform a

classification of quality parameters and define measures to quantify them. The authors in [58]
scope the Quality of Context to the quality of information that is used as context information,
not to processes or devices that provide that information. Quality is simply fitness for use

which may depend on various factors such as accuracy, timeliness, relevancy or precision.
Defining quality as “fitness for use” makes it relative to the application domain and the

degree of tolerance it can handle. For example, if an application relies on the exact user

location for navigation requires a higher degree of precision and accuracy than an application
that only cares about the region the user is in. The former will need access to GPS signal

while the latter may only depend on 3G or 4G cellular antenna location. Quality parameters

have been classified into 3 main classes by [58], mainly data acquisition, data representation,
and data usage.

● Data acquisition parameters are quality parameters directly related to the sensors that

gathered the information. This class includes parameters such as resolution, precision,

accuracy, freshness, etc. Resolution is the fineness to which an instrument can be read
or the smallest change in the underlying physical quantity that produces a response in
the measurement. Precision is the degree to which repeated measurements under
unchanged conditions show the same result. The accuracy of the sensor is the

maximum difference that will exist between the actual value and the indicated value

at the output of the sensor. Freshness refers to how recent the provided information is
at the time of delivery. We must be aware that some information remains valid over
time, while other information may become discredited or obsolete.

● Data representation parameters pertains to the specification of acceptable formats and
units by the application as well as the understandability of the context information by
the application.
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● Data usage parameters are the parameters that define the context of the data

acquisition itself to decide if the data has significance. Quality parameters such as
trustworthiness, completeness, relevance, availability, etc. fall under this class of

parameters. Trustworthiness is the extent to which information is regarded as true and
credible. Depending on the application, context information that are relevant to the
situation are chosen.

A summary of the classes of quality parameters is shown in the table below which is adapted
from [58].

Figure 14. Classification of quality parameters adapted from [58]

In addition to the above categorization of quality parameters, there exists dependencies

between those parameters. For example, trustworthiness parameter depends on precision,

accuracy and freshness. If a context information is not consistent, not representing the actual
state or has stale information it will not be fit for use by a context-aware application.

Similarly, completeness relies on all required parameters by the application being available.
The identification of which quality parameters to be chosen and which level of quality is

required is determined by the specific application requirements. [58] continues to show the
proposed MLContext to model and generate QoC-Aware and Context-Aware applications.

Due to the structured and exhaustive approach used by the authors in [58], their work will be
used as a pivot in comparing the other systems discussed in this section.

Between [57] and [58] multiple efforts have been developed to create modelling frameworks
and applications that associate QoC with context information. The work in [59] aim at

building ubiquitous QoC-aware applications through model-driven software engineering.

They propose a generic and extensible design process for context-aware applications taking

into account the quality of context. They also define QoC as “any information describing the
quality of information that is used as context.” QoC for them is represented by a set of
parameters such as accuracy, probability of correctness, trustworthiness, resolution or

freshness. They also define four types of imperfection of context information. The first is

when the context information is unknown or incomplete, which may hinder the application

from adapting. If this is an expected scenario, then context-aware applications may have to
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deal with lack of context information either by not producing a decision at all, produce a

decision with the information available in case of partial incompleteness, or downgrade the

service to an inferior level. The second is when the context information is ambiguous as there
is a risk of having contradictory information from different context sources. In such cases the
application may ignore this information or rely on the source that is more “trustworthy”. The
third is when the context information is imprecise. The fourth is when the context

information is erroneous and does not exactly represent the real state. In such scenarios,

application developers will either have to search for an alternative source of context that is
more accurate or search for alternative pieces of context-information as a substitute. Other

efforts such as [60] focus on enhancing QoC awareness for IoT (Internet of Things) systems.
Their efforts stem from the underlying assumption that context data are known to be

imperfect and uncertain by nature. One way to limit this uncertainty is to introduce more

knowledge associated with context data such as metadata describing the QoC of the context
data. The authors propose adding QoC-based filtering and attribute-based privacy policy to
enhance the distribution of context data for IoT systems. The QoC parameters used in their
work are freshness, precision and correctness. In an earlier work by the same authors [61],
they offer a dedicated Quality of Context Information Model (QoCIM) metamodel, which
offers a unified solution to model heterogeneous meta-data about QoC. QoCIM facilitates
exploiting and manipulating criteria in an expressive, computable and generic way. In

addition, they discuss different perspectives of context management and divide it into two

elements: context collection and context processing. A context collector is a software entity
dealing with the acquisition of raw context data (data that have not been processed or

transformed) [60]. The context collector uses the QoCIM to associate QoC metadata to the
raw context data. “A context processing capsule is a functional element that performs the
processing of context information into information of a higher level of abstraction. It is a
consuming and producing entity. Several categories of context data manipulation can be

operated by a capsule: aggregation, filtering, fusion, inference” [60]. According to the same
authors, context management operations also includes analysis of the impacts on the

management of QoC metadata during different manipulations such as adding and retrieving

QoC parameters, updating the value of a parameter, or filtering on the value of a parameter.

Then the exchange of context data is enhanced throw QoC aware contracts that facilitate the
expression of requirements and guarantees. The work in [62] offers a quality model for

context information and a context management mechanism for inconsistency resolution. This
mechanism is based on ER ontology based model with the extension of quality
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measurements. They claim that adoption of context-aware applications in real-life systems is
impeded due to lack of quality of context management. For measuring quality of context,

three parameters were proposed. The first is delay time which “is the time interval between
the time when the situation happens in real world and the time when the situation is

recognized in computers” [62]. This translates to freshness parameters used in other models.
The second is context correctness probability which translate to the accuracy parameter in

[58] or the difference between the actual state and the reported state by the different sensors.

The third is context consistency probability which implies both precision and trustworthiness

in other models. The authors in [63] focus on the modeling and management of context using
object-based approach. Their proposed modeling approach is based on tagging context

associations with the relevant QoC measures. They include a number of observations on the
nature of context information and list them as

1. Context information exhibits a range of temporal characteristics such as static context
or dynamic context. Static context is context data that do not change much over time

and therefore are candidate to be manually input by application users. An example of
static context is user profile data. The authors comment on static context as more

reliable than dynamic contexts since they are usually input by users, but are prone to
become stale if users do not update that data. Dynamic context are parameters that
change over time and are most conveniently captured implicitly through sensors.

2. Context information can be imperfect. Sources of imperfections lie due to the fact that
context data may be incorrect (or inaccurate), it can be inconsistent (or imprecise), or
context data can be incomplete. The authors offer a technique for conflict resolution
between conflicting context parameters by favoring the class of context that is more
reliable.

3. Context data can be represented differently. A location data can be expressed by a

GPS coordinate, a street address or a region depending on the need of the application.
This translates to the the class of data representation quality parameters proposed in
[58].

4. Context data can be interrelated. Such relationships can be obvious such as the

relationships between a user location and a device location, other dependencies can be
implicit such as dependencies between context data such as inference or derivation
rules. This is also similar to the context parameters dependencies modeled in [58].

The authors in [64] quantify the Quality of Context parameters to be presented in a form

suitable for use within applications in a pervasive system. They present a mechanism to tailor
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the Quality of Context parameters based on the needs of the application and then evaluate

these parameters. The authors also claim that context information is imperfect by nature as its

quality is dependent on the way it was acquired. The authors classify context quality issues as
incorrect (synonym for inaccurate in [58]), inconsistent (similar to imprecise in [58]), or

incomplete such as having missing information. The authors in [64] divides the domain of

QoC into QoC Parameters and QoC Sources. QoC parameters are then divided into Generic

parameters and Domain-specific parameters. QoC Sources are divided into Sensed sources or
User Profiled sources. This classification of QoC information is summarized in the below
figure which is adapted from [64].

Figure 15. Classification of QoC information adapted from [64]

QoC sources are either the quantities that are sensed from the environment or the profiled
configuration of the system. They describe the information about the source of context

information, environment being sensed, and the information data itself. Information data can
be directly sensed from the environment, inferred, or statically configured. It is worth noting
the CriticalValue parameter of QoC Sources. This parameter indicates how critical is a

context information to a specific application. This can be used by applications to choose not
to make decisions if a context value is missing. QoC parameters are derived from QoC

sources and are represented in form usable by an application. Those are splitted into Generic
and Domain-Specific parameters. Generic parameters are the ones needed by most

applications and Domain-Specific parameters are only important for some applications such

as significance (derived from critical value) and access security. To map the structure in [58],
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Up-to-datedness is the same as freshness in [58], RepresenationConsistency is the same as
comparability, and trustworthiness and completeness are the same. It is not clear from the
paper how the authors define precision.

2.8. Nomadism
One of the research sub-problems in the field of Context-Aware Advertising is Nomadism. A

nomadic situation is the situation where a user is accessing a service from a device other than
his personal device. In our context, when a user is viewing media content and advertisements
from a friend’s place or from a hotel - or may be a public place like a cafe, restaurant or

boarding gate at the airport. This poses the question of how to identify the user and how to

provide him with the necessary service on foreign devices without compromising the user’s
privacy or sharing his login credentials with others. Given this perspective, the research

efforts in this field easily confuse nomadism with mobility. Mobility is when a user is on the
move and wants to receive the same service on multiple devices he owns or through one

mobile device. A nomadic user is not necessarily mobile since he can be in a hotel room
watching TV or at a friend’s place watching a match. In general, the field of nomadism

covers both nomadic users and nomadic services. An example of nomadic services are the

services hosted on a mobile device that can be accessible using multiple networks (WiFi, or

3G) depending on the available network. Since the purpose of this work is on Context-Aware
Advertisements, only works related to nomadic users will be covered.

The work in [65-66] provides a relevant example of a nomadic situation where a user is
visiting an exhibition guide and is receiving content recommendations through a non-

personal PDA (one that is given to the visitor at the gate of the exhibition or museum) or an
information Kiosk. The authors describe a nomadic system by “continuous access to

information spaces independent from specific devices” [65]. Their works describe the goal
and practice of a nomadic exhibition guide called “Hippie”. The purpose of Hippie is to

recommend articles to be visited and recommend specific content for each article based on
user’s interest such as analysis of the artwork or history. Hippie has been developed for a

cultural environment, providing information about an art exhibition and a fair. As a basis for
recommendation, the authors propose a definition for Context of Use and discuss that the

more information included in the context of use, the more effective, efficient and satisfactory

a user’s visit will be. Their proposed context of use contains three models - two static models
and one dynamic model. The static models represent the domain and the space. The domain
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model contains information about the objects and classes of information to be presented. The

space model contains information about the physical environment where the nomadic system
is used and the locations of objects in this space. The dynamic model represents the user

model which describes the knowledge of user’s interests and movement. This is updated and
inferred automatically by the system. The application also allows users to specify their

interests to accelerate the adaptation of the recommendation engine. Feedback of the users on
the output recommendations is implicitly detected by users listening or watching

presentations. If a user watched or listened to the presentation till the end, this indicates a

positive feedback, while if a user skipped or stopped the presentation this indicates a negative
feedback. Location of the user is detected indoors by fitting infrared infrastructure in the

environment space. The orientation of the user is detected by an electronic compass along

with infrared receivers attached to the users and connected to the handheld device. Infrared

emitters fitted on the different objects and gates send their ID’s to be received by the infrared

receivers attached to users to identify the user’s location as well as the object of concern. The
purpose of this system is to predict the user’s information needs during the episode of the

visit. User login or identity is not required as only a session identifier is needed to describe

the episode of the visit. This session identifier is automatically started when the user is given
a handheld device at the entrance of the exhibition.

Another research that supported nomadic situations is described in [13] which is part of UP-

TO-US project described earlier in the domain of Context-Aware Multimedia. The authors in
[13] describe content personalization during nomadism as “allowing the user to access his
personalized IPTV content in a nomadic situation like in a hotel, in a friend’s house or

anywhere outside his domestic sphere.” Their architecture contains a dedicated module called
Nomadic Service Module (NSM) to support nomadic situations. This module contains

replicas of the other modules which represent the home situation representing the nomadic

situation to differentiation between the home status of the user and the nomadic status of the
user. The NSM module communicates back and forth with the home domain of the user to

update the context status and receive content recommendations. The user is identified using
RFID tags and RFID readers. User’s scan their RFID tag at the viewing device to identify

their presence and interest to use this device and receive content recommendations on it. The
architecture supports both nomadism and mobility since in a home domain, a user can move
from one room to another and migrate his session to the new location by scanning his RFID

tag. If the user wishes to transfer his session to a mobile device, a mobile application is used

to receive input instruction from the user and transfer the user’s session to the mobile device.
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The approach is invasive in nature as the user has to provide his identity (using RFID) and
thus providing his location rather than detecting and following the user implicitly.
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Chapter 3: Proposed Approach
3.1. Contextual Parameters
The first contribution which involves the evaluation of contextual parameters was conducted
by performing a literature survey in the field of Context-Aware Advertising and reporting on

the effectiveness of each contextual parameter. The output of this study is shown in the
literature review section of this work. The second contribution is to include a methodology for

gathering the contextual parameters and designing the system in a way that facilitates

recommending advertisements to an individual users and to a group of users. Contextual
information will be gathered from three main channels:

1. The first type of information gathering is a static profile that the user creates upon
registration.

2. The second type of information gathering is performed during runtime by accessing

different devices (camera, and Location Information) and analyzing their outputs for

meaningful business context. An image will be analyzed to detect age, gender, emotions
and attention of viewers. Location Services API’s available in devices will be used to

retrieve the user’s location. These API’s are available in different mobile platforms and

HTML5 for web development and return GPS coordinates. In case the user is indoors
and no GPS signal is accessible, the API will get location data from the network (3G,

WiFi, or Wired) and will still return the corresponding GPS coordinates. The returned

GPS coordinates will then correspond to the nearest cell tower (if connected through
3G network), nearest edge node (if connected using wired or WiFi networks) or

triangulated location (if multiple cell towers are available in the region). The returned
GPS coordinates will be analyzed to detect region (district level) of the user.

3. The third type of context information is gathered by integrating with social networks

(Facebook) and analyzing the interests of the viewers. In case of multiple viewers, it is

expected that only one logged in user will be available so the information on interests
whether from profile setup or social network integration will only be available for the
logged in user. To circumvent this issue, a facial identification module is applied on the

captured image to identify other registered users. This way, a user profile gets
automatically detected when a registered user visits a new place without having to
supply login credentials.
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A prototype was developed for gathering the contextual information and making it ready for
delivery to the recommendation engine. The prototype supports gathering all three types of
information listed above and performing higher level analysis, normalization and fusion.
Details of the developed prototype are discussed in the Implementation section of this
document.

3.2. Recommendation Engine
The recommendation engine will support real-time requests. The engine will also support

different levels of personalization based on the amount of information the user allows access
to the application (e.g. user denies access to the camera device). In case the user is not logged

in and no device access is allowed, the system will default to showing random advertisements
that target the country of the user. The recommendation engine will be composed of multiple
phases:

1. The first phase assumes that each advertisement has a target audience profile associated

with it (age, gender, location, emotion, etc). Such parameters can be used in direct
filtering of the advertisements to reduce the input of the next phase.

2. The second phase takes user interest into consideration and performs item-based

filtering to recommend an advertisement. The item-based filtering approach is chosen

since it performs comparisons on the list of available items to recommend; which is
expected to be much smaller than the number of users (viewers) in the system. This will

allow for a better performance and faster recommendations. The update of the similarity

matrix between advertisements can be done on a nightly basis or on a different cluster
of servers; thus, not affecting the overall performance of the system. The
recommendation engine will also take into consideration the marketing strategy of the

advertiser for budget optimization. In case the advertiser has a reach strategy then each
ad will be shown at most once to each viewer in a day. If the strategy is to target

frequency then the system will repeatedly show the ad to a smaller target of users up to
a certain limit specified by the advertisers.

3. The third phase employs emotion context to re-sort the recommendations based on the

preferences of consuming the output recommendations from the second phase under
the detected emotion. This is done by joining the retrieved recommendations with their
emotion context latent preferences and performing a quick sort on the preference value.
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In case more than one emotion is detected by multiple viewers, the highest preference
emotion for each item is selected for sorting.

3.2.1. Vectorization of Advertisements

As mentioned in the Contributions section, different approaches for constructing the vector
describing each advertisement will be explored. The output vector will then be used to compute

the similarity matrix utilized in the item-based filtering recommendation approach. The

purpose is to incorporate intrinsic properties of the advertisement along with historical
transactions to circumvent the cold-start problem.

Approach 1: The first approach will attempt to compute similarities between each element of

the vector for all the nominal attributes then apply a similarity measure (cosine, correlation,

etc.) for the numerical attributes. Historical transactions will be split into two sets: users who
liked an ad and users who did not like an ad. The similarity for these two sets will be computed

using Jaccard similarity coefficient. The final similarity measure will be an average of all the
similarities calculated for each attribute. This approach has the advantage of circumventing the
cold-start problem (when no historical transactions are available), but it also suffers from the

disadvantage of not giving additional weight to historical transactions in a way that minimizes
the impact of content properties when more and more historical transactions are entered into
the system. This is mainly due to the fact that historical transactions are represented by two
attributes: users who liked the ad and users who disliked the ad. Accordingly, the weight of

historical transactions in this equation is two out of all the available attributes describing an

advertisement. To circumvent that drawback, weights can be assigned to different attributes
such that we give more weight to attributes describing historical transactions than to other
content properties attributes such as brand name. This approach will assign low similarity

measures between content due to the cold-start problem, but still similar content will receive
higher similarity coefficient than dis-similar content. By sorting similar content by similarity

coefficients we can still apply a top N technique to fetch the most similar items, but it denies
us the capability to set a threshold below which we can claim that there are no similar items.

Approach 2: A second approach would be to attempt to transform all attributes to numerical
attributes and append historical ratings to this vector. This is based on a hypothesis that, in the

initial state of the system, content properties will be more than historical transactions and will

have more influence on the similarity measure. As more and more historical transactions are
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added, it is expected that user ratings will have more weight in the similarity calculations than

intrinsic item properties. This is yet to be proven by experimentation. This approach still suffers
from a weakness of not capturing the difference between content that received too many

reviews and content that received little or no reviews. This is due to the fact that both vectors
have to be of equal size and therefore it works only on the intersection between the two sets of

user ratings ignoring the original sizes of the different sets. Circumventing that issue can be
applied by adding a numerical attribute capturing the number of ratings for each item. This will

add a new dimension to each item, but still it is expected that as the historical transactions
grow, the impact of item properties will be reduced (including the new dimension we have

added). Another challenge that faces the second approach lies in presenting nominal attributes

as numerical values. For nominal attributes that have small range of possible values such as
target gender, this might not be a huge problem. For nominal attributes that can hold many

values such as brand name it might pose a problem due to the fact that brand names are not
limited or bounded. For such kind of attributes, it is possible to just assign a sequence number
to each value and use that as the representation in the item vector. However, due to the large

range of values, a brand name represented by 1 will be farther away in any distance calculation
than a brand name represented by 100 than a brand name represented by 50. This defeats the

semantics of similarity between brand names. Several methodologies are proposed to approach
this challenge. The first approach is to ignore the brand name and only include more tractable

nominal attributes describing it, such as target shopping interest, and including those in the
vector describing each item. Alternatively, a similarity coefficient between brands can be

computed separately and included in the vector describing each item. A third approach is to
normalize the brand similarity value to either same brand (similarity = 1) or different brands

(similarity = 0). The approach for constructing the vector describing each advertisement is yet
to be decided based on the results of further experimentation.

3.3. High Level System Architecture
Below is a proposed system architecture.
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Figure 16. System high-level architecture

The above diagram shows the overall architecture of the system. The left part of the diagram

shows all the cloud services utilized by the system. The video rendering engine is performed
using Azure Media Services which supports dynamic packaging of content to suit the

bandwidth requirements of the client. This will be used to render content and advertisements
to clients. Azure Media Services utilizes Azure Blob storage service to store the video files to

be rendered. The rest of the cloud services are used either as context sources or context
enrichment services to formulate the context information to be sent to the recommendation
engine. All communications happen between the client device and the cloud services directly
over a secure connection to ensure the privacy of users. The client device also communicates

with a database service to store and retrieve user’s information. Upon formulating the context
information, the client sends the data to an adaptation server which is responsible for delivering
the right advertisements to users and sends that information back to the client device.
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3.4. Class Diagram

Figure 17. Class Diagram
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The above shows the class diagram of the overall system. The system is composed of context
collectors that implement IContextCollector interface. These collectors are mainly

responsible to gather raw context data from various sources such as the camera device,

location services, social networks or even static context data. The raw data are then given to

one of the analyzer classes that implement IAnalyzer interface. These analyzers take the raw
context data and extract higher level information from that raw data. For example,

GenderAnalyzer class will take a raw image and identify the genders of the faces in these

images; LocationAnalyzer class will take a GPS coordinate and extract the region where that
address is located. The analyzed context information are then given to a ContextNormalizer
class which aggregates transforms all data structures to a unified model. The output of the

context normalizer are fused by a ContextFuser class into one data structure that is ready to
be serialized and communicated over the network to the Recommender class. The

Recommender class prepares a list of recommendations along with their confidence levels
and priorities for each user. These recommendations are then scheduled by the

AdvertisementScheduler class to identify which recommendations will be displayed and

when and send them to the displayer during the triggered ad breaks. A FeedbackEngine class
is used that uses the Displayer class to identify if the user watched the ad till the end or not
and uses the EmotionAnalyzer class to identify if the user was satisfied with this ad or not.

The gathered feedback is then fed into the recommendation engine to enhance its precision.

3.5. Interface descriptions
The system contains two main interfaces IContextCollector and IContextAnalyzer. Classes

that implement IContextCollector interface are responsible for communicating with devices
and external context sources to extract the raw data. Classes that implement the

IContextAnalyzer intercface are responsible for extracting higher level context information
from the raw context data.

Figure 18. IContextCollector interface
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IContextCollector interface has the following properties:
1. Key: a description of the raw context
2. Value: the value of the raw context

It also has the following methods:

1. CreatePromise(): a method that returns a Promise object. This method creates an

asynchronous task that handles the communication with the context source(s) and sets
the Key and Value properties of the object instance.

2. GetLocalValue(): method at returns an object. This is a public method that is invoked
by external objects and returns the instance variable values of the instance after the
completion of the promise.

Figure 19. IAnalyzer interface

IAnalyzer interface has the following properties:

1. Collector: instance of a class that implements IContextCollector interface
2. Value: object that holds the high level context information

IAnalyzer interface has the following methods:

1. EnrichLocalContext(): this method utilizes the IContextCollector instance variable to
extract raw context information, waits for the promise to complete and then utilizes
external services to enrich the raw context values with higher level context

information (image to faces to genders and ages, GPS coordinates to regions, etc.)

2. GetLocalValue(): method used by external objects to retrieve the value of the
analyzed context information.

3.6. Communication Model
The communication model can be described in a high level by the following diagram.
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Figure 20. Communication model between system components

As shown in the diagram, different context sources and services are used either to gather raw
context information or enrich the raw context data.

1. Interests context formulation: Raw data coming from the user’s static profile, social

network profile and mobile device can be gathered by different specialized collectors

and passed on to the interests analyzer. The interests analyzer aggregates all these data
and formalizes them into a usable format by marketeers who can then target
advertisements to users with specific set of interests.

2. Location context formulation: Location Services data collector uses the location
services on the viewing device to extract the raw GPS coordinates of the user

regardless of the type of network the user is utilizing. The raw location data is then

passed on to the location analyzer which utilizes Google Maps API cloud service to
translate the raw coordinates to high level region.

3. Camera context formulation: The Camera Device data collector captures a photo

using the hardware camera device and sends the raw image to different analyzers that
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utilize Microsoft Cognitive Services, each specializing in a different type of analysis
(ages, genders, emotions, and attention spans).

4. Context Normalization and Fusion: Context Normalizer is used to transform all the

gathered data into a unified format. The context fuser serializes this normalized data
to be sent to the recommendation engine.

5. Producing recommendations: The normalized and fused context is received by the

recommendation engine to compute the relevant ads to push to the user. The output of
the recommendation engine is given to a scheduler which decides which ads will be

displayed and when depending on user’s historical viewership and to avoid showing
the same most recommended advertisement repetitively. Ads are then pushed to the
displaying device and a feedback engine is used to gather data that can be used to
enhance the recommendation engine in the future.

The following diagram zooms in the high level architecture diagram shown above.

Specifically it lists the relevant context information along with the relevant context sources.

In addition, it zooms in on the adaptation engine to show the different internal modules. The
red boxes represent out-of-scope components and the gray boxes represent future

enhancements. The following subsections describe each sub-component in detail.
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Figure 21. Detailed system components and employed information

3.7. Context Sources
The following are the proposed context sources with their descriptions and the information
extracted from each context source:

1. Service Provider: The service provider provides the content to the user. The service

provider also receives advertisement bidding requests along with their target audience
and characteristics of the ad itself (eg. genre, commercial/infomercial, appealing to

emotions, etc.). In this system, bidders information may include information about the
target audience profile (such as age, gender, education level, interests, etc), target

location, bid per viewership (how much they are willing to pay per viewership) and
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total budget to limit their spending. Also, the bidding request may include budget
optimization information such as targeting for maximum reach or targeting for

maximum frequency. In case of targeting for maximum reach, the same advertisement
will be displayed at most once to each viewer; whereas for maximum frequency, the
same advertisement will be shown multiple times to the same set of target audience.
In this study, due to the lack of a real service provider, bidding information will be
excluded from this study and postponed to an industrial implementation.

2. Social Media: Social media integration will be utilized to provide system login, user
identity, user attributes (such as demographics) as well as user interests

3. Camera: A camera device can be very useful when combined with computer vision

algorithms to identify the number of current viewers, their attention, their genders and
ages plus their emotions.

4. Mobile: A mobile device can be included to identify user identity and user emotions.
In addition, the list of applications installed on the device can be an indicator of the

user interests. In this study, the mobile device context will be ignored as alternative

sources will be used to gather the same context. Social media will be used to gather

user identity and interests instead of the mobile device. The location information will

be extracted from the viewing device itself instead of a mobile device. This allows for
granularity of location information up to which room in a household the user is sitting
in.

5. Initial Setup on device: Upon registering for the service, users will be prompted to
create a profile to indicate their viewership interests to recommend content

accordingly and shopping interests to use as additional context information for
recommending advertisements.

3.8. Adaptation Modules
3.8.1. Recommendation Engine

The recommendation engine is responsible for selecting the most relevant advertisements to

send to a user taking into consideration all the relevant context sources. The engine itself may
be split into several subsystems where the initial subsystem performs direct filtering on the

advertisements based on input target location and demographics set by the advertisers and the
second phase performs item-based filtering to generate the most relevant ads based on user’s
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interests. In addition, it is the job of the recommendation engine to optimize for revenues and
budgets which will be available upon an industrial implementation. The proposed

recommendation engine will focus on individual targeting while group targeting is left as a
future enhancement.

3.8.2. Delivery Engine

The delivery engine is responsible for answering the question of when and how to deliver an
ad? Currently known practice in advertisement delivery is for content providers to predefine
ad breaks and sell them as advertising slots based on content viewership. A different

approach can be by automatically detecting user’s attention and having a machine intelligent

methodology for showing ads. This may help in increasing ad viewership and optimization of
number of breaks as well as the length of each break. The proposed approach is to utilize the
yaw angle detected by the face detection algorithm in the context information to analyzer

viewer’s attention. The question of how to deliver an ad is based on the network parameters
to adjust the video bitrate based on the connection speed to optimize for quality of

experience. The project will utilize Azure Media Services which has a dynamic packaging
component that automatically generates different versions of videos with different pixel

densities. Azure Media Services then deliver the most appropriate version of the video based
on the detected connection speed with the client.

3.8.3. Utilities Maximization

As a control for the above engines several utilities need to be maximized to ensure the
adoption of the system:

1. Customer satisfaction: by providing relevant ads that users are interested in. This can
be measured using the QoE measures described later in the Evaluation section.

2. Viewership of advertisements: increase the effectiveness of advertisement targeting
and reach. This is meant to satisfy the strategy of ad bidders to either target for

maximum reach or maximum frequency to target users without exceeding the preset
budget. Allowing ad bidders to set their advertising strategy will help them better
measure the relevant return on investment (RoI) and increase the adoption of the
system by ad bidders.

3. Revenues: not all advertisers bid the same amount for the target profile, so the engine
needs to optimize for revenues as well. This is meant to increase the revenues of the
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service provider himself. Since advertisement bidding is out of scope of this work, it
will be left for a future research work to study optimization techniques for ad
scheduling towards maximum returns.

3.8.4. Security

Given the sensitivity of the context information for users, privacy becomes a main concern

that need to be addressed by several measures. First, users will be given the option to opt-out
from providing access to context sources to the system and thus will receive an inferior

service. Second, none of the processed images and locations will be saved on the server and
therefore the risk of losing information is minimal. Third, the context gathering will be

performed on the client device itself not server side; thus, ruling out the possibility of sniffing
data in transit.

3.8.5. Video Synthesis

Synthesizing videos aims at optimizing the return on ad breaks by showing more - shorter

versions - of ads depending on the time slot available. This poses the challenge of how to edit
videos on the fly while maintaining the marketing message; in other words, without losing

the semantics of the video. This can be considered as a summarization problem which will be
postponed to a future work as it poses a different research problem.

3.9. Client-Side Architecture
This section describes the different components of the client application and the logical flow
of data between those components. Before going into detail on the client components the

following sub-section describes the context information gathered from the different context

sources described previously. The following subsections describes how these information are
gathered and enriched before they are sent to the adaptation service.

3.9.1. Context Information

The following are the proposed information to be utilized as part of the context for
advertisement recommendation:

1. Ad information: includes remaining budget, target audience and other advertisement

characteristics. Such information are expected to be supplied by the service provider.

Due to the exclusion of the service provider role from this study, this information will
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not be included in the proposed study; however, a set of advertisements with their
information will be assumed.

2. Program viewership: includes number of viewers and their demographics which are

retrieved from a third party research organization and known as Nielsen ratings. Such
information will be used when users deny access to personal information or hardware
devices.

3. User Identity: which will be retrieved from Social Media. In this study, the proposed
social network to integrate with is Facebook.

4. User Interests: composed of the pages users liked on Facebook and static data
supplied during profile setup.

5. Search or browsing history: this information is used by search engines for behavioral

targeting of online advertisements. Unfortunately, none of the search vendors offer an
API to access such information and accordingly it will be dismissed from this study.

6. Network Connectivity: defines the bandwidth of the connection between the user and
the service provider. Based on this information, different versions of the

advertisements can be rendered to users to enhance their experience. In this study we
propose the deployment over Azure Media Services technology which automatically

detects user connection and performs dynamic packaging of the content to a different
bit rate based on the detected user’s connection speed.

7. Number of viewers: the number of persons sitting in front of the viewing device. This
is gathered by processing the image captured from the camera device using a face

detection algorithm. In this study, Microsoft Cognitive services Face detection API
will be employed to detect the number of faces in an image.

8. Attention span: attention span defines whether users are actually looking to the screen
or not. This can be identified by detecting the Yaw angle of the detected faces. The
same face detection API will be used to detect the Yaw angle of viewers. This

information can be very useful in identifying when to display an advertisement.

Instead of having preconfigured ad breaks, such a feature can help in developing

adaptive systems that increase the return on investment (ROI) by only showing ads
when users are actually looking.

9. Gender: a demographic attribute that can be used to target advertisements. Gender can
be detected using the same face detection API used in 7.

10. Age group: another demographic attribute that can be used to target advertisements.
This is also detected using Microsoft Cognitive Services Face Detection API.
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11. Emotion: such as happy, sad, angry, contempt, disgust, fear, surprise, or neutral. A
different API also provided by Microsoft Cognitive Services will be used to detect
this feature. Emotion detection can be combined with advertisement attributes to
match the appropriate ad based on user’s current emotion.

12. Location: defined at different granularity levels such as room within a household,
GPS coordinates, street, district / region, or country levels. Advertisers will be
allowed to choose the target audience for their advertisement based on their

geographical region. In the proposed prototype, the GPS coordinates will be retrieved
from the hardware GPS device in the viewing screen and Google Geocoding APIs
will be used to find the relevant district / region for the retrieved coordinates.

3.9.2. Client Components

The client components which pertain to delivering advertisements can be thought of as
different layers shown in the following diagram.

Figure 22. Client components

The bottom layer represents the context information sources which are described previously.
These are mainly the hardware devices and the external social networks that are used to

provide context to the system. The second layer represents the context collection part which

mainly contains the set of APIs and tools used to gather information from the context sources
and prepare them for enrichment. The context enrichment layer is responsible for using the

raw context information and enriches it with more information such as the district level of the
location, or the number of faces in the image. The main enrichments performed by the client
are:
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1. District Level Location: transforming the GPS coordinates to a district or region level.
This process is known as reverse geocoding.

2. Face detection: Takes an image as input and detects the faces in that image. For each
image a specific set of attributes is also detected such as age, gender and head pose
(angle of viewing). Head pose is described by three variables (pitch, yaw and roll)

which represent the tilt of the head on 3 axes. This research is interested in the yaw

angle as it represents how far the user is looking to or away from the viewing screen.

3. Emotion detection: Takes an image as input and detects the emotions expressed by

each face. This can be one of the following values - each represented by a confidence
level:

a. Anger

b. Contempt
c. Disgust
d. Fear

e. Happiness
f. Neutral

g. Sadness

h. Surprise

These emotions are understood to be cross-culturally and universally communicated

with particular facial expressions. The system compares the confidence level returned
for each emotion and uses the one with highest confidence value as the emotion

expressed by the user. The detection of emotions along with the confidence level of

each emotion is performed through the Emotion Detection API provided by Microsoft
Cognitive services.

4. Face Identification: Takes as input the detected faces from the face detection API and
returns for each face the associated person identifier. This is very useful to help in

roaming user profile while viewing from devices as a guest (visiting a friend’s place
for example). The system will utilize the returned person identifier to fetch from the
database storage the relevant user profile and interests.

The context aggregation layer gathers the outputs from the context enrichment layer and
prepares it for sending it to the adaptation layer.
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3.9.3. Client Use Case

The following diagram shows the use case scenarios for user registration. User registration is
an optional step. If a user chooses not to register and create a profile in the system, s/he will
receive an inferior service as the adaptation engine will tend to serve random ads.

Figure 23. Client use case

When the user accesses the application, the user is prompted to log in with Facebook. This

allows the system to retrieve user profile info from Social Media as well as user’s interests.
User profile is defined by name, age, gender, education, language, home country, etc. User
interests retrieved from social media are defined by the pages liked by the user and the

categories of those pages (political, entertainment, sports, etc.). If the user chooses to connect
with Facebook, s/he is presented with a page to add profile picture. This step is necessary to
be able to identify a roaming user later when s/he is viewing as a guest from another device
using the face identification enrichment step. When the user adds a profile picture, the face
identification engine is trained accordingly and a person id is created for this account. This

person id is associated with the user’s profile in the database for later retrieval. Next the user
is prompted to specify system related interests (viewing interests and shopping interests).

Viewing interests can be used for content recommendation while shopping interests can be
used for advertisement recommendation.

3.9.4. Context Data Flow

The following diagram shows the data flow from context sources till the context aggregation
step.
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Figure 24. Client data flow
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The first source of context information used is Social Media (Facebook). User logs into the
system using Facebook Authentication and allows access to profile information and liked

pages (interests). The client application then extracts user profile and interests’ values and

passes them to the aggregation component. The camera device is the second source of context
information. The context collection component triggers the camera device after requesting
permission from the user and captures the photo. The context collection component then

passes the captured image to the context enrichment layer. In this layer the captured image is
passed to the Face Detection API and Emotion Detection API provided by Microsoft

Cognitive Services. The extracted emotions are passed directly to the aggregation component.
The output of the face detection API is passed to the face identification API to identify the

persons in the image. After identifying the persons in the image, the data is augmented with
the stored profile information in the database and is passed to the aggregation component.

Location information is also used as part of the user context to recommend advertisements.
For this purpose, the location services available on the device are used to identify user’s

information. Location Services API return approximate GPS coordinate location of the user

which can be calculated from the GPS signals directly (if accessible), assisted GPS (through
wireless network), network signal triangulation (through 3G access), or from the nearest IP
node in the network (if connected through ADSL or wired connection). The returned GPS
coordinate is then passed to the context enrichment layer which uses Google Maps API to
perform reverse geocoding on the input coordinates. Reverse geocoding is the process of

taking GPS coordinates as input and returning a human readable address as output. Google

Maps API has the capability of taking a GPS coordinate as input and returns human readable

addresses at multiple granularity levels - from the street level to the country level. The system
extracts the neighborhood level location and sends it to the context aggregation component.
The same information flow can be explained using the sequence diagram below which
reveals the participating object instances in the process.
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Figure 25. Sequence diagram on the client side
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Chapter 4: Implementation
4.1. Client Side
A prototype for the client side components responsible for gathering context information and
delivering them has been developed. The underlying technologies of choice are web

technologies (HTML5 and Javascript). Web technologies have been selected due to their

availability on a diverse array of devices (desktops, tablets and mobiles). The system allows
users to either log in using their facebook accounts or not to log in at all if they choose, in
which case the users will receive higher privacy but an inferior level of recommendation.

Whether the users allow access to hardware devices or not (Location Services and Camera),
the user will still receive the service but in case the user denies access to devices they will

receive random advertisements which is an experience similar to that of regular TV. Users

may allow access to Facebook account but not hardware devices or they may allow access to
hardware devices but not facebook account. The following is a screenshot of the landing
page.

Figure 26. Sample home screen

Assuming the user chooses to log in with Facebook, s/he will be prompted with Facebook
prompt to grant read access to account information and liked pages. Users will also be

prompted to capture a profile picture that can be later used for face identification. As a first

time setup, the users are asked to specify their interests in terms of viewership interests and
shopping interests. Viewership interests can be later used to recommend content to users,
while shopping interests can be used to recommend advertisements to users.

In the prototype only one episode content is presented since content recommendation is out of
scope of this work. To test the context capturing techniques, a “Capture Context” button is
presented which gathers the context, enriches it and displays the result in the screen. In
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production, this button will be removed and instead content publishers will be given the

option to either specify ad breaks manually or to allow the system to detect the best time to
show an ad break based on detecting user attention. When the “Capture Context” button is

clicked it triggers the workflow for accessing hardware devices and facebook account. The
workflow goes as follows:

1. Capture logged in user information

2. Trigger the camera to capture an image

a. After capturing the image run the following 2 APIs in parallel available
through Microsoft Cognitive Services
i.

Face Detection

1. The Face Detection API returns the following context
information: face rectangle, age, gender, yaw angle

2. The face rectangles are then passed to the Face Detection API
to identify the persons represented by those faces

3. The output of the Face Detection API is then used to retrieve
ii.

profile information from database storage.

Emotion Detection

3. Trigger the location services to retrieve the location

a. Use the returned GPS coordinates to identify the higher level region
information using Google Maps API.

The main three steps above are performed in parallel. When all three threads return, a context
object is formulated which is an aggregation of all the context information returned.

The face identification API is used to cover the user roaming scenario, the detected faces are
passed to a face identification API which returns the best matched users to the supplied

images. This allows for users visiting other places to be identified without having to log in
and receive personalized recommendations without having to share their credentials with
others. The system uses the returned information to retrieve any pre-stored user profile
interests and Facebook interests.

Due to the sensitivity of the information being transferred over the wire, the web application
mandates access over https and access to hardware devices won’t be granted unless the user
uses SSL protocol to access the application.

The following image is an extract of a logged in user context.
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Figure 27. Snippet of captured user information using login

The following is an extract of a user context who chose not to log in. Note that since this user
was already registered from another device, the face identification algorithm was able to
reproduce the same context information (shown in Green color).
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Figure 28. Snippet of captured user information without logging in
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Notice the yaw angle returned by the face detection API in the above snapshot. This detected
angle is used for identifying whether the user has been looking to the screen or not. An angle
range between -20 and +20 indicates that the user is viewing the screen. The application

keeps detecting this angle every minute and if the user is consistently looking at the screen
for a configurable time span then an ad break is triggered automatically. In case multiple

users are detected, then the number of users looking at the screen is counted and divided by
the total number of detected users every minute. After the configurable time span ends, the
average attention duration is calculated and an ad break is triggered accordingly.

4.2. Recommendation Engine
After capturing the context, the client side application sends the information to a back-end

service to compute the recommended ads. In case the user is not logged in and devices are not
allowed to be used then a random set of advertisements is retrieved. In case the user is logged
in but no context was gathered then recommendations will be set based on the user profile

and historical transactions. When a context is captured and only one user is detected and that
user has logged in or was identified by the system, then recommendations for that user will

be computed based on his profile and historical transactions and the output recommendations
will be resorted based on the preferences of the currently detected emotion context. If only
one user was detected and this user has no profile in the system, then the detected age, and
gender attributes by the face detection API will be used to select targeted ads. Again, the

output recommendations will also be resorted by latent preferences of the currently detected
context. When multiple users are detected, the system automatically gathers the minimum
and maximum ages of the detected users. The system extracts the detected genders and

examines if all detected viewers are of the same gender. If users are not of the same gender

then only ads that target both genders will be selected. After identifying the pool of ads that
are suitable for the detected users, personal recommendations are computed based on the

detected identities of each user if exists. The generated recommendations are then intersected
along with the applicable pool of ads to find the common recommendations suitable for all

detected users. This list of recommendations is also sorted by their preferences to the detected
emotions. Since more than one emotion type can be detected, the application links each
advertisement to the emotion with maximum preference value and use that value when
resorting the list of recommended ads.
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The following diagram shows the decision flow for selecting the mode of recommendation to
follow.

Figure 29. Recommendation engine decision flow

The process for generating recommendations for one user based on contextual information is
shown in the following flowchart.
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Figure 30. Context based ad recommendation for one user
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When multiple viewers are detected in the same context, the previously described process is
summarized in the below diagram.

Figure 31. Ad recommendation for multiple users
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When producing a recommendation set of ads to a specific user, the item-based collaborative
filtering algorithm was implemented. Two variations were implemented and experimented
with to identify the most suitable mode of implementation (see Experimentation section).


The first mode of implementation takes as input the whole set of available ads and

filters them by the target age, gender and location. This filtered list is then identified
as the pool of ads which we will compute the predicted rating for each ad in this set.

Then the system retrieves the set of historical ratings for the current user in concern.

The similarity measures between the set of user rated ads and pool of ads are retrieved
from the ads similarity matrix. These similarity measures for the pool of ads are then
multiplied by the user rating and divided by the sum of similarity measures for all

user rated ads to return the weighted rating for the new advertisement. The predicted

ratings are then used to sort the recommendations in descending order before sending
them back to the user. This approach can be further explained by walking through an
example. Assuming a user with few historical ads and we want to predict ratings for
new ads, table 3 shows the workings of the item-based filtering algorithm explained
above.

Table 3. Example of predicting recommended ads to a user using item-based filtering

Historical ad

Rating
(R)

New ad 1

Similarity R x

Similarity R x

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.4

0.4

0

0.2

0

0.8

0

(S)

S

0.7

0.7

1

0.9

Ad 3

0

0.3

Total

Normalized

Sum(RxS)/Sum(S)

1

New ad 3

Similarity R x

Ad 1
Ad 2

New ad 2

1.9

0.842

1.6

(S)

S

0.6
1.6

0.6

0.875

1.4

(S)

S

0.3
1.5

0.3

0.467

0.7

From the calculations in table 3, we can identify that new ad 1 and new ad 2 have a

higher predicted rating than new ad 3. Furthermore, the calculations show that there is
a higher predicted preference for new ad 2 than new ad 1. Accordingly, the output of

the recommendation engine should give a higher priority to new ad 2 to be displayed
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to the user before new ad 1 and ignore new ad 3 from the recommendation. Since we

have hundreds of ads in the system, our recommendation engine output returns the top


N recommendations – where N is configurable in the client application.

The second algorithm performs the same operations but filters out ads that were

disliked by the user (rating =0) and focuses only on user liked ads. This this mode of

implementation the user rated ads are only the ads with positive rating and the pool of
ads does not contain ads that were previously disliked by the user. The second

approach has the advantage or narrowing down the search space and simplifying the

rating prediction operation which leads to faster execution time. Walking through the
same example above, table 4 shows the same calculations but while excluding
disliked ads. Notice that the record for historical ad 3 is excluded from the
computations.

Table 4. Item-based filtering while excluding disliked ads

Historical ad

Rating

Ad 2

1

Ad 1

Average Rating

1

New ad 1

New ad 2

New ad 3

0.7

0.6

0.3

0.9
0.8

0.8

0.7

0.4

0.35

Notice the simpler calculations and fewer records in table 4 which leads to less

execution time. The results are consistent that new ad 3 should not be recommended
(or receive lowest priority). However, there have been a slight reordering of

preferences where new ad 1 shows higher priority than new ad 2, unlike the first

approach. Since the recommendation engine sends the top N recommended ads, this
does not lead to a huge degradation in precision performance. Our experimentation

results in section 6.2 show minimal precision gain by the former approach in general.
Figure 32 shows the flowchart for generating predicted advertisement ratings for a
specific user.
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Figure 32. Predicting ad ratings for specific user
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4.3. Media Rendering
The rendering engine for the videos (content and advertisements) is built on top of Azure

Media Services. Azure Media Services provides storage for content, streaming and dynamic
packaging. Dynamic packaging allows for adaptation of content according to the bandwidth
available to enhance the quality of experience.

4.4. Storage
The back end storage utilizes a No-SQL document database (MongoDB). This allows for a
big data storage as well as a dynamic schema capable of adapting to future system

requirements. Several other options have been considered such as Relational Databases (such
as MSSQL) and No-SQL Columnar storage (such as HBASE and Cassandra). No-SQL
document data bases have been selected as they allow complex data structures with

embedded objects and array attributes while maintaining the flexibility of partitioning and

indexing collections and performing complex queries. Out of the different No-SQL document
databases, such as MongoDB, Microsoft Azure DocumentDB, Amazon SimpleDB and
others, MongoDB was chosen due to its maturity and complex querying capabilities in

addition to the ability of performing map/reduce operations on its collections. The following
diagram shows the main entities maintained by the system and their relationships.
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Figure 33. System ER Diagram

4.5. Back-end processes
A nightly job was created to perform 4 main tasks: create ad vectors, create ads similarity

table, index the ads similarity table and computing the latent context-item preferences. The
overall flow of the main tasks can be visualized in the following flow chart.
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Figure 34. Summary of back-end process
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4.5.1. Create ad vectors

This task is concerned with creating numerical vectors representing each ad. It first creates

lookup tables for all the nominal attributes such as brands, target genders, target interests, and
ad genre and replaces them with a numerical identifier in the vector representing each

advertisement. It also creates a set of users who liked the ad and another set of users who

disliked the ad. The output of this process is saved in a table that has the same row count of
the advertisements table. The following table lists the attributes in the ad record after
transformation.

Table 5. Advertisement attributes

Attribute

Type

Description

_id

String

Ad identifier

targetInterest

String

Eg. Home & Garden

adGenre

String

Eg. Drama

brandName

String

Name of product brand

size

Float

Size of file in megabytes

duration

Integer

Ad video duration in

targetAgeMin

Integer

Minimum age for target

targetAgeMax

Integer

Maximum age for target

seconds

audience

audience (null if no upper
age limit)

targetGender

String

Gender of target audience

for this ad (Males, Females,
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or All)
usersLiked

Array

List of user ids who liked

this advertisement (rating =
1)

usersDisliked

Array

List of user ids who did not
like this advertisement
(rating = 0)

brandId

Integer

A numeric identifier from

targetInterestId

Integer

The corresponding target

adGenreId

Integer

The corresponding ad genre

genderId

Integer

The corresponding target

brands lookup table
interest identifier
identifier

gender identifier

Depending on the similarity measure to use, a subset of the attributes in the above table are
selected for computation. Detailed identification of the separate vectors for each similarity
measure technique is detailed in appendix III. The flow for creating ad vectors can be
explained by the below diagram.
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Figure 35. Flow chart for advertisement vectorization

4.5.2. Ads similarity matrix creation

In this task, two inner loops are executed over the ad vectors created in the ads vectorization

task to compute the similarities between each pair of ads. Assuming N ads, the output of this
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tasks is N2 records. For each pair of ads, three similarity measures have been computed. One
measure is the average similarity between ads. This measure employs the first ad

vectorization technique described in the proposed approach section above. In this approach,
nominal attributes are compared against each other and produce the number 1 if they are

equal or 0 if they are not equal. For set attributes, users liked and users disliked, a jaccard
similarity measure is computed to represent each set. For numerical attributes, the cosine
similarity measure is computed. The output similarity measure for the pair of ads is the

average similarity value of all their attributes. The other two similarity measures are the
Pearson coefficient and cosine distance between each pair of ads. These two measures

employ the second advertisement vectorization technique described in the proposed approach
section above. This table is dropped and re-created at each execution. The following flow
chart show the process flow for creating the ads similarity matrix.
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Figure 36. Flow chart for ad similarity matrix computation

The average similarity measure computation is elaborated in the following diagram.
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Figure 37. Average similarity measure computation

Cosine similarity measure and Pearson coefficient are computed in the same manner which is
shown in the following flow chart.
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Figure 38. Cosine similarity and Pearson coefficient computation flowchart
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4.5.3. Ad similarity matrix index creation

To speed up the search in run-time, the ads similarity matrix is indexed for faster querying.
The created index is based on the advertisement ids, sorted ascendingly, and the similarity
measure, sorted descendingly.

4.5.4. Latent context-item preferences matrix creation

To find the latent context-item preferences, a context-item matrix is created which contains
the frequency by which each item has been consumed under a certain context by all users.
This matrix is then normalized so that each context vector is of unit length. The resulting

normalized context-item matrix is then multiplied by the item-item similarity matrix (ads
similarity matrix) to produce the latent-context item preferences matrix. This approach is

borrowed from the authors in [48]. The process for computing latent context-item preferences
is shown in the below diagram.
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Figure 39. Latent context-item preferences computation

4.6. Data Gathering
Due to the fact that recommendation engines require historical transactional data to be able to
compute a similarity matrix on it (whether similarity between users or similarity between

items), a sample web application was developed where users can watch the ads and provide

feedback on whether they liked or disliked an ad. A corpus of 400+ ads was gathered and is
presented to users to evaluate. To simulate the fact that not all users watch all ads, only a

small random sample of ads is presented to users (10 samples). Upon completion of the first
batch of ads, users are offered to evaluate more ads. For each ad, the user identifies the

various emotions under which s/he would like to view the ad. Users are also asked to specify
their viewership and shopping interests, similar to what they would do if they are creating a
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profile in the main application. To be able to link different responses to the same user and

avoid showing the same advertisement for evaluation, a Facebook sign in is required to link
multiple responses to the same user. The same application was used for two purposes:
1. The application is used to gather a corpus for training and computing the ads

similarity matrix and latent context-item preferences

2. During experimentation, the same application served as simulating historical

transactions for users as well as evaluating the percentage precision of random generation of
advertisements. This served as a benchmark to compare the effectiveness of our application.
The output is stored in a No-SQL database. In the future, stricter measures will be

implemented such as encrypting stored data at rest to ensure user’s privacy. The below is a
screenshot from the data gathering web application.
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Figure 40. Snapshot of the data gathering application
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Chapter 5: Evaluation and Experimentation
A set of experiments have been designed to decide on the approach to follow in the

implementation and to evaluate the quality of service and quality of experience of the
implemented system.

5.1. Evaluation Criteria
The goal of the system is to supply users with relevant ads in a timely manner. The timeliness
of the application indicates the service level agreement or quality of service (QoS). The

relevance of the advertisements indicates the precision of the recommendation engine itself
and pertains to the quality of experience (QoE). QoS and QoE can be measured

independently of one another as they measure different objectives (timeliness versus.

relevance respectively) and each has different metrics to use. In addition, it is also necessary
to quantify the quality of context (QoC). Since our recommendation engine is based on

contextual information, poor quality of context may lead to inaccurate recommendations. The
following are the evaluation criteria that are proposed to be used:

1. Quality of Service (QoS): measure the amount of time taken to gather context,

recommend advertisements and deliver the advertisements. Detailed description of the
metrics used to measure the QoS aspects of the system can be found in the
Experimentation section.

2. Quality of Experience (QoE): To measure the effectiveness of the recommendation
engine, feedback from the application will be gathered based on the ads that were

watched till their end. This implies that users liked the ad. If users chose to skip an ad,
then it means that users disliked the ad. A log of each presented advertisement to each
user will be tracked. This way the QoE can be measured by dividing the completely
watched ads by the total presented ads and averaged over all users (described by

equation 1 below). This feedback mechanism will allow the recommendation engine
to continuously improve on its performance. In the future a confidence measure on

how much a user liked the advertisement can be added by taking into consideration

the attention span of the user. Tracking the yaw angle of viewers over a time span will
inform the application how much time the viewer was actually looking at the

advertisement. The ratio between attentive time span and total advertisement duration
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will provide a confidence measure on how much the user liked the ad (equation 2).
(

The following equations describe the used measures in detail.
(

ℎ

ℎ
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∗

eq(1)
eq(2)

3. Quality of Context (QoS): for all the context sources and enrichment services

introduce a probability of error to the system. We will study the performance of

individual components that contribute to the collection and enrichment of contextual
information and report on their performance results. Description of the metrics used
for each component is detailed in the Experimentation section.

5.2. Metrics
In this project, three metrics are defined to measure the different aspects of the system.

1. Turnaround time: for all tasks triggered on the client side, the average turnaround time

will be measured and reported in milliseconds. Turnaround time is defined by the time
taken from the moment a request is triggered till the return of the result. This

measurements includes network communication time and server execution time.
Turnaround time measures the quality of service exhibited by the system.

2. Execution time: for all the tasks that do not include a network latency overhead, the
average execution time will be measured in milliseconds.

3. Percentage precision: the precision measure will be used to evaluate the quality of
experience exhibited by the system. Precision is calculated by the number of ads

recommended by the system and liked by the users divided by the total number of
recommendations produced by the system. Percentage precision is computed by
multiplying 100 to the precision measure.
=

∩

100

eq(3)

5.3. Recommendation engine modeling
There are two implementation decision choices that needed to be performed regarding the
recommendation engine itself. The first decision pertains to whether we should include

disliked ads (ads with rating=0) while predicting ratings for new ads or exclude them from

the computation. If we include disliked ads in the modeling, it gives the system a richer set of
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information when predicting ratings for new advertisements - as the more similar a new ad is
to a disliked ad, the less likely it will receive a high predicted rating. However, including

disliked ads in the computations increases the search space (and, therefore, the execution
time) and may require the user to enter more ratings to adapt to the user’s interest. For

example, if a user likes multiple advertisement copies for a certain brand but did not like a

specific advertisement copy, this disliked copy will continue to receive high predicted ratings
and may show up in the top recommendations because it is very similar to a lot of ads the

user liked. The other approach is to filter out disliked ads from the calculations, focusing only
on advertisements liked by the user and filtering out previously disliked ads from the pool of
ads to predict a rating for. This way, advertisements that are more similar to ads liked by the
user will receive a high predicted rating while ads that are dissimilar will receive a lower

predicted rating. The execution time of the second approach is lower as the search space is
reduced and calculations can be simplified. This is due to the fact that we do not need to

multiply rating by similarity measure as we are only focusing on liked ads (where rating = 1).
For the purpose of identifying which approach to follow, a set of experiments will be

executed given the data collected by the data gathering app (described previously) as a corpus
for training and evaluating the two approaches. The decided upon approach will be further
evaluated through user surveys. User surveys are still needed as the corpus suffers from

sparsity, this sparsity resulted from the fact that the data gathering app presented 10 ads for
feedback out of 421 ads in total. This results in a high possibility that the recommended

advertisement may be a correct recommendation from the user perspective, but it was not

presented to him before in the data gathering app. For this reason, the decided upon approach
will be further evaluated using a human experiment.

The second decision that needed to be made is the methodology for advertisement

vectorization and similarity measure to use. How to represent the advertisement as a

numerical vector, and then perform the appropriate calculation to compute the similarity
between one advertisement and the other. The methods we propose in this work is to

incorporate historical transactions with content intrinsic properties to form one representative
vector of an advertisement that is not vulnerable to the cold start problem. We have

implemented three different similarity measurement techniques and two advertisement
vectorization techniques. The two vectorization techniques are:

1. Numerical vectorization: this technique replaces all nominal attributes (such as brand

name, target gender, etc.) with numerical values. Then it appends the ratings given by
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the intersecting set of users to the vector. This approach enables the employment of
commonly used similarity measurement techniques such as cosine similarity and
Pearson coefficient.

2. Set vectorization: this technique applies a set similarity to each nominal attribute

between two ads. For example, if the brand name is the same between two ads, then
similarity for brands will be equal to 1; and 0 otherwise. The similarity measure for
each attribute is appended to a vector. For the set of user ratings, the Jaccard

similarity of users who liked the ad is computed as well as the Jaccard similarity of

users who disliked the ad and both measures are appended to the same vector. For the
remaining numerical attributes, a cosine similarity measure is computed for all
numerical attributes and is appended to the same vector.

The three similarity measures are:

1. Cosine similarity: this measures the cosine of the angle between two vectors - the

closer to 1 the more similar are the ads being compared. This measure utilizes the
numerical vectorization technique described above.

2. Pearson coefficient: this measures the linear dependence between two vectors and is
computed by dividing the covariance between the two vectors by the standard

deviation of each vector. This measure also utilizes the numerical vectorization
technique.

3. Average similarity: this measure utilizes the set vectorization technique described

above and is computed by finding the average similarity of all the attributes of the two
ads.

5.3.1. Experiment setup

To be able to identify the approach to follow (whether to model disliked ads or not and which
similarity measure to use) three sets of experiments will be conducted. The three sets of

experiments represent how the precision of the system behaves with regard to the number of
recommendations presented to each user; that is, when the system has low chances of

targeting the user, does it produce an accurate recommendation or not and, at the same time,
how does it behave when given more opportunities to target the user. In the first set of

experiments, a simulation of recommending one advertisement to each user will be conducted
and evaluated against the set of ads rated positively the user through the data gathering app.
In the second set of experiments, a simulation of recommending 5 ads to each user will be
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conducted. In the third set of experiments, a simulation of recommending 10 ads to each user
will be conducted. In each set of experiment, the two recommendation modeling

methodologies will be tested (whether to include disliked ads or not). For each methodology,
the three similarity measurements will be tested as well to understand if one similarity
measure behaves differently depending on the recommendation modelling technique

employed. This leads to a total of 18 experiments to be conducted (3 recommendation set

sizes x 2 modeling methodologies x 3 similarity measures). In each of the 18 experiments, the
resulting percentage precision will be computed to identify the most suitable combination to
follow and further test in a human survey. A summary of the list of experiments
configurations are listed in the table below.

Table 6. List of experiments for deciding on the recommendation engine implementation methodology

Recommendation set size

Recommendation model

Similarity measure

1 recommendation

Filter out disliked ads

Cosine similarity

methodology

Pearson coefficient
Average similarity
Model disliked ads

Cosine similarity
Pearson coefficient
Average similarity

5 recommendations

Filter out disliked ads

Cosine similarity
Pearson coefficient
Average similarity

Model disliked ads

Cosine similarity
Pearson coefficient
Average similarity
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10 recommendations

Filter out disliked ads

Cosine similarity
Pearson coefficient
Average similarity

Model disliked ads

Cosine similarity
Pearson coefficient
Average similarity

5.4. Back-end performance
We also need to measure the back-end performance time and how does it scale depending on
the number of advertisements available. Since item-based filtering is employed, then the
computation times are dependent on the number of products or items available not the

number of users in the system [36]. In the back-end we have two main processes. The first
process calculates the similarity matrix between ads. For each advertisement, it computes

how similar it is to all other advertisements. If we have N ads, this computation results in an

NxN matrix that is stored in the employed NoSQL database - since we have a total of 421 ads
in the corpus, this leads to a 421x421 matrix. To be able to identify the trend of the execution
time for this process, the execution time for this process will be measured for a set of 8
different values of N ∈ {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400}.

The second back-end process is concerned with calculating the latent context-item

preferences matrix. This matrix maps the different context values to different items and each

cell contains a measure of how preferable it is to watch that item under a certain context. We
will use this matrix for post-filtering the recommended set of advertisements based on the
current emotion context. We will focus on 3 emotions values (happy, sad and neutral).

Accordingly, the output matrix of this process will be a 3 x N matrix - where N is the number
of ads. The computation of this matrix is a three step process. The first step is to compute
how many times each item has been consumed under a certain context (producing a 3xN

matrix). The second step is to normalize the output of the first step so each row representing a
context vector will have a magnitude of 1. The third step is to multiply the normalized matrix
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by the ads similarity matrix to produce the latent-context item matrix. In essence, the third
step weighs the preference of consuming this item under a certain context by how were

similar items consumed under the same context. This approach is one of the approaches that
were applied by the authors in [48]. Since this process involves multiplying by the ads
similarity matrix, it will also be evaluated on the same different sizes.

5.5. Front-end performance
To evaluate the quality of service of the system, the execution time for all the various

components running on the client side will be computed. For each component, 15 different
measurements will be taken and an average will be computed to accommodate for the
variance in network latencies. The various components are listed below:

1. Location extraction: we will measure the total turnaround time for detecting the user
location (as GPS coordinates) and enriching it to a region level using the reverse
geocoding API.

2. Photo capturing: how much time does the system take to capture a photo for the
viewer(s) to be later processed for context detection. This will be measured as
execution time on the client’s device in milliseconds.

3. Extracting facial context: this measures the turnaround time to detect faces in the
captured photo and identifying the gender, age and yaw angle of each face.

4. Identifying persons: this measures the turnaround time to identify the persons
presented in the detected faces. This helps the system identify nomadic users.

5. Emotion detection: this measures the turnaround time to detect emotions of detected
viewers.

6. Context-based recommendation generation: after the context is gathered, we need to

measure how much time does it take to generate recommendations based on the input
context.

7. Login-based recommendation generation: for logged in users, how much time does it
take to generate recommendations based on pre-stored user profile.

5.6. Human survey
A survey was developed for evaluating the drawn conclusions from the recommendation

modelling experiments. This experiment will evaluate the application’s capability to produce
the right recommendations to users. In addition, the survey will be used to measure the
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effectiveness of employing emotion context. The survey will include 10 users who are asked
to supply some ratings through the previously developed data gathering application. The

precision of recommendations supplied by the data gathering application are recorded. For

each user, the application will show a recommended ad based on his historical transactions
and profile then ask the user on whether he liked the ad or not. It will then show a happy
video and capture the user’s context. It will then present an advertisement to the user
followed by 3 questions:

1. Did you like the ad? (yes or no)

2. Was the advertisement relevant to your current mood? (yes or no)

3. Under which emotions do you recommend others to watch the advertisement? (happy,
sad or neutral)

The third question will be used as a validation technique to filter out contradicting answers of
the same user (e.g. watching an ad in a happy mood and recommending it for only a sad

mood). Then the application will show a sad video, capture the user’s context, show an ad

based on the new detected context then present the same 3 questions above to the user. The
output of the survey will be a percentage precision for recommendations based on login
credentials and a percentage precision for recommendations based on context detected.

Figure 41 is a snapshot of the application used for the human survey. To test the effectiveness
of targeted ads, a variance of the application was developed which utilizes user demographic
information and recommends a set of random ads that target the same viewer profile –

without incorporating the user’s historical consumption. The result of this experiment was

also used to compare the effectiveness of our system against a typical ad targeting system.
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Figure 41. Snapshot of web experiment application.

5.7. Quality of context
In addition to the precision of the recommendation engine, we also need to measure the
quality of context gathered as it is used as input to our recommendation engine. For the

various context parameters gathered, each will be evaluated using its own metric. The list of
metrics used for each contextual parameter is presented in the following table.
Table 7. Metrics used for contextual parameters

Contextual

Description

Location context

Was location at the district/region level

Parameter

User age

captured correctly?

Was the user age captured correctly?

Measurement

technique

Percentage of times
the location was

captured correctly
Mean absolute error
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User age-range

Was the user age-range captured correctly?

Percentage of times
the age-range was

identified correctly
User gender

Was the user gender identified correctly?

Percentage of times
the gender was

recognized correctly
Emotion context

Was the user emotion captured correctly?

Percentage of times
the emotion was

identified correctly
Happy emotion

Identifying the capability of the API to

Percentage accuracy

Sad emotion recall

Identifying the capability of the API to

Percentage accuracy

recall

identify a happy emotion
identify a sad emotion

As presented in the table above, most items are evaluated using the percentage accuracy

metric. The only exception is for the user age which is measured using the Mean Absolute

Error (MAE) metric. MAE is calculated by summing the absolute errors and dividing by the
number of samples. User age-range is also captured since advertisements are targeted to an
age range not a specific age. Detected ages of users will be placed in bands to compute the
percentage accuracy of the API in placing users in the correct age range. Capability of

capturing emotion context is measured from three perspectives. The first is the overall

accuracy of the API. The other two metrics pertain to the recall measure for each emotion

type. This shows the capability of the application to - for example - identify a sad emotion
when it is faced with one.
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Chapter 6: Results and discussions
All experiments have been conducted. A corpus of 421 ads have been collected for evaluation
from a media agency. These are all public ads that were displayed during one month of the
year 2016 on satellite TV. This corpus was used for training and evaluation of our system.
The following subsections explain the results of the individual contributions.

6.1. Contextual parameters
As explained in the related works section, we have listed the appropriate contextual

parameters that contribute to better advertisement recommendation. The list can be found in
tables 1 and 2 in sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. Out of all the applicable parameters, our

system focused on user context parameters. We also created an application that is capable of
capturing the selected parameters from various contextual sources (social network and

camera device). A compiled list of all the parameters can be found in table 8. The bold items
in user context category are the ones included in our system.

Table 8. List of applicable contextual parameters
Context

Context Attributes

Category
User Context

Service Context

Age

Activities

Gender

Agenda

Identity

Emotions

Consumption

Location

Profile/Preferences

Needs

Current program

Brand

Location

Current content viewership rating/Actual

Content

Access rights

Promotion

information

description

history

Content language

Content format

Computing

Network and bandwidth

Device type

Device status

Physical Context

Surrounding

Nearby objects

Weather

Context

environment

viewership

Operating system
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History Context

Time

6.2. Recommendation model approach
To simulate historical transactions, the data gathering application described previously in the
implementation section was used to gather feedback from users on random ads. For

evaluating the recommendation modeling approach and similarity measure to use, the

experiment has been executed by gathering ad ratings for 40 users. The approaches were

tested through simulations of generating recommendations for each user then checking if it
was in the list of positively rated ads or not.

Table 9. Experiments for implementation methodology results

Experiment

Measure

Precision

Experiment

Measure

Precision

Precision of

Cosine

2.56%

Precision of

Cosine

2.56%

Pearson

2.56%

Pearson

2.56%

disliked ads

Average

33.33%

Precision of

Cosine

2.05%

Pearson

2.05%

disliked ads

Average

15.38%

Precision of

Cosine

2.31%

sending one

recommendati
on while

excluding

Similarity
Coefficient

disliked ads

Average

30.77%

Precision of

Cosine

2.05%

Pearson

2.05%

sending 5

recommendati
ons while

excluding

Similarity
Similarity
Coefficient

disliked ads

Average

15.38%

Precision of

Cosine

2.31%

sending 10

Similarity
Similarity

sending one

recommendatio
n while

modeling

sending 5

recommendatio
ns while

modeling

sending 10

Similarity
Coefficient
Similarity
Similarity
Coefficient
Similarity
Similarity
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recommendati Pearson
ons while

excluding

disliked ads

Coefficient
Average

Similarity

1.54%
10.51%

recommendatio

ns while

modeling

disliked ads

Pearson

1.54%

Average

10.51%

Coefficient
Similarity

The above table lists the results of calculating the percentage precision under different

configurations. From the results, we can conclude that filtering out disliked ads does not

impact the precision of the recommendation engine in general. We can also realize that the
best similarity measure is the Average Similarity we propose which employs the set

vectorization technique. The percentages are low in general because users rated an average of
10 out of 421 ads and the recommendation set was based on all 421 ads. This leads to the

possibility that the user might like a recommendation but it was not presented in the data-

gathering app before. This highlights the need to perform the human experiment described
above to further test the effectiveness of the system in general; however, the results of this

experiment were necessary to decide on the recommendation model implementation approach
for our system.

6.3. QoS results of the solution

Figure 42. Ads similarity matrix creation time
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Figure 43. Ads similarity matrix index creation time

Figure 44. Latent context-item preferences computation time

The performance of the back-end processes have been measured and can be summarized in
the above charts. The back end processes were executed on a 4-core virtual machine with

7GB RAM. No parallelism or partitioning has been performed on the database level. Due to

the fact that the similarity matrix is of the size NxN, it is expected that the performance of the

matrix creation would be N2 and the chart is consistent with our expectations. Despite the fact
that this performance can be enhanced, we do not find this a major concern as 400 ads is a

real dataset (ads that were actually displayed throughout a month) and took around 3 minutes
to compute. In addition, this is an offline process that does not affect the system in real-time.
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Index creation time seems to follow a polynomial pattern as well. Latent context-item

preference computation time grows linearly with the number of ads and it took around 4
seconds to compute this matrix for 400 ads.

Table 10. QoS - client compoents execution times

Component

Description

Average

execution time
(milliseconds)

Detect Location

Detecting the current GPS coordinates of

179

Enrich Location

Transforming the GPS coordinates to a

218

Capture Photo

Triggering the camera device and

3107

Detect Emotion

Using the captured photo to detect

1637

Detect Faces

Using the captured photo to detect faces

3071

the user
region

capturing a photo of the viewers.
emotions.

and demographic attributes (age, gender,
angle of view)

Identify Persons

Takes as input the list of detected faces

1322

Context Gathering

Total time for all the above tasks. This is

7361

and returns person ids

not a summation as the above tasks are
performed in parallel.

Recommendation based on

Time taken by the system to generate

turnaround time

context.

context information

recommendations based on the detected

674
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Recommendation based on

Assuming recommendations are generated

turnaround time

all devices.

logged in user information

based on user profile who denied access to

444

The front-end application is a web application that is published on a shared infrastructure on
the cloud. The execution time and turnaround time for components running in real-time are
summarized in the table above. We can see it takes around half a second to generate

recommendations in real-time. Context gathering does consume the majority of the time with
a critical path existing in the photo capturing, followed by face detection then identifying

persons, which on average takes around 7 seconds. Context gathering and recommendation

generation happens as a background thread (implicitly) on the viewing device while the user

is watching his/her content; and therefore, the user experience is not affected nor interrupted.

6.4. QoE results of the solution
The user survey was conducted on a sample of 9 users, 5 females and 4 males. The ages of
the sample users ranged from 25 to 70. A summary of the results of the experiment are
presented in following table.

Table 11. QoE - Precision of different recommendation methodologies

Measure

Percentage Precision

Random ads

41.11%

Targeted ads

51.39%

Login-based recommendation

69.70%

Happy context-based recommendation

77.78%

Sad context-based recommendation

50%

Overall context based recommendation

69.23%

P (ad suitable for current mood | liked

100%

ad)
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We realize that 9 users is a low number for this experiment. To be able to gain more data
points, each user rated an average of 7 advertisements in each scenario (7 random ads, 7

targeted ads and 7 login-based recommended ads). This led to having at least 60 ratings for
each advertisement generation technique scenario. As described in the Data Gathering

application and Human Survey sections, the ratings of the users while simulating historical
transactions were recorded and the percentage precision was computed. When sending

random ads to users, 41.11% of recommendations were actually liked by the users. To filter
out the effect of ad targeting from ad recommendation, another experiment was done which
pushes targeted ads to users. Targeted ads are ones that are pushed based on user

demographics (age, gender, etc.) without taking historical transactions into consideration. Our
results showed that targeted ads are better than random ads and exhibit a percentage precision
of 51.39%. The results show that the system was capable of presenting the right ad

recommendations to users based only on their profile and historical transactions (login-based
recommendation) with a 77.78% precision. This is a significant improvement over random

ads generation which is the current experience for satellite TV and IPTV systems. This also
shows a significant improvement over pushing targeted ads that rely solely on user

demographic attributes. When introducing emotion context, the system was capable of

improving its precision in a happy context scenario but degraded its performance in the sad

context scenario. This is because the training data gathered by the data-gathering app was not
balanced for both scenarios. In general, the overall system performance did not get affected
much by introducing context. However, the results show that a context-based

recommendations are always suitable for the users’ current mood – P (ad suitable for current

mood | liked ad). One respondent was recommended a coffee ad by the application within the
sad context scenario and said “a coffee or chocolate ad are most suitable to lift my mood

when I am sad”. For the disliked ads recommended based on context, users showed that they
did not like the ad in general and would not want to view it even under a different mood.

6.5. QoC results of the solution
The user survey conducted was also used to calculate metrics related to the quality of context.
Measurements for the different contextual parameters were taken while users were

performing the survey. The following table lists the different metrics defined that pertain to
the quality of context and their results.
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Table 12. QoC - Experiment results

Contextual Parameter

Measurement technique

Result

Location context

Percentage of times the

100%

location was captured
correctly

User age

Mean absolute error

4.42 years

User age-range

Percentage of times the age-

88.89%

range was identified
correctly

User gender

Percentage of times the
gender was recognized

100%

correctly
Emotion context

Percentage of times the
emotion was identified

72.22%

correctly
Happy emotion recall

Percentage accuracy

100%

Sad emotion recall

Percentage accuracy

44.44%

Age ranges were split between 15-45, 46-65, and 66+. These ranges identify different

purchasing groups. We can see from the above results that the application was capable of

identifying the correct age range 89% of the time with MAE 4.42 years. Location context
(region or district level) has been correctly identified consistently. User gender is also
identified consistently for all users. The emotion detection API showed capability in

capturing evident emotions. Since expression of happiness consistently exhibits certain
curvature in the lips or showing of teeth, it was correctly identified 100% of the time.

However, sad emotions were not always expressed with evident manipulation of facial

muscles, so users who did not inverse the curvature of their lips when expressing sad emotion
were not captured. This is explained by the low recall for sad emotions - 44%. This analysis
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can be confirmed by experimenting with sample public images from the API page itself.
Overall, the Emotion detection API exhibited a percentage accuracy of 72%.
The following image shows a sample of a correctly identified happy face.

Figure 45. Correctly identified happy face.

The image below shows a correct sample of a neutral face.

Figure 46. Correctly identified neutral face

Here is an image showing a sad face that was correctly identified.
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Figure 47. Correctly identified sad face

Below is a sample sad face that was not identified correctly by the emotion detection API,
rather it was classified as neutral.

Figure 48. Unidentified sad face

We can see from the above images that the emotion detection API requires evident

manipulation of the facial muscles to be able to capture the emotion correctly. Happy

emotions are usually easily expressed by users, however it is not always correct that users

express sadness in such an extreme manner. Our analysis conclude that we can rely on the
captured context in case a happy or sad emotions are detected, but should be ignored
otherwise.

6.6. Other results
While the recommendation model produces the list of recommendations to show with

priorities on which advertisement to show first, either based on user interests or emotion
context relevance, it does not answer the question of when to show an ad. The
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implementation of our system gathered the yaw angel of viewers at frequent intervals and

only displays ads when users are consistently looking at the screen. The exact definition of
consistency is left of business requirements, but in general it is a threshold by which we

decide that the viewer is giving attention to the content being displayed. This feature was

tested and worked correctly when setting yaw angle thresholds between -20 and +20 degrees.
The capability of detecting a user profile using face identification was also employed and

tested. The tests ran correctly for all 9 users in the survey, but since this is a relatively a small
number of users for this problem domain, further testing is required on a larger scale. This
helps supporting users in nomadic situations.

The implementation section described how we support multiple viewers watching the same

screen. Due to limitations on the number of different viewers, few tests were run to test this
feature and the results are positive. However, further experimentation is needed with more

different faces, and varying number of viewers. All experiments were run on a laptop device

with front-facing camera with narrow angle of view. This led to the constraints that users are
sitting very close to the screen and a maximum of two viewers can be detected at a time due
to the narrow angle of view of the camera. Further tests need to be run on a simulated
environment where users are sitting farther from the screen.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
Through this course of work, we have studied the various sub-problems related to this

domain to survey the applicable approaches in each sub-problem. We have also identified a
set of user context information that we used as input to our recommendation modelling

approach. We were also able to build a system that is capable of gathering the identified

contextual information with high reliability and reasonable performance. When it comes to
the recommendation model itself, we experimented with various approaches and identified

the most suitable approach for this problem domain. Various quality aspects of this domain
were identified and measured to prove the viability of our systems.

We have built a system that is capable of generating advertisement recommendations to users
with adequate precision. We were also able to incorporate contextual parameters to further

enhance the relevance of ad recommendations to users. The results prove that we can target

ads to users by a 70% precision, this is a significant improvement over randomly sending ads
to users which has a 41% precision. When it comes to emotion context, the experimental
results prove that recommended ads are always suitable to the user’s current mood when

employing emotion context. We have also measured the quality of context which proved to
be reliable except for capturing the sad emotion that had percentage recall 44%.
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Appendices
Appendix I - API References
In this section we list the set of used API’s and links to their specifications. These are the
API’s that are used for context raw data gathering and context enrichment.
Table 13. API references

API

Description

Emotion API

Takes as input an image and returns https://www.microsoft.com/c
a set of emotion probabilities for

ognitive-services/en-

Takes an image as input and returns

https://www.microsoft.com/c

detected attributes for each face

api

Takes a set of detected faces as

https://westus.dev.cognitive.

each face

563879b61984550e40cbbe8

each detected face
Face API

API

us/emotion-api

a set of detected faces as well as the ognitive-services/en-us/face(age, gender, head pose and others)

Face identification

URL

input and returns a person ID for

microsoft.com/docs/services/
d/operations/563879b619845
50f30395239

Reverse Geocoding

Takes GPS coordinates as input and https://developers.google.co
returns a human readable address

m/maps/documentation/geoc
oding/intro#ReverseGeocodi
ng

Camera device

Triggers the camera device to
capture a video

https://developer.mozilla.org
/en-

US/docs/Web/API/MediaDe
vices/getUserMedia
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Location services

Returns the detected GPS

coordinates of the viewing device

https://developer.mozilla.org
/en-

US/docs/Web/API/Geolocati
on/getCurrentPosition
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Appendix II - Detailed experimental readings
The following tables lists the detailed questionnaire results for each subject. The first table
shows readings related to login based precision and quality of context gathered

Table 14. Detailed experimental readings for quality of context

ID

True

Gender

Quality of context
Correct

Location

Correct

Age

range?

Error

age

Absolute

Correct

gender?

1

Female

Yes

Yes

5.1

Yes

2

Male

Yes

Yes

2.7

Yes

3

Female

Yes

Yes

5.6

Yes

4

Male

Yes

No

4

Yes

5

Female

Yes

Yes

2.3

Yes

6

Female

Yes

Yes

5.8

Yes

7

Male

Yes

Yes

2.4

Yes

8

Male

Yes

Yes

11.9

Yes

9

Female

Yes

Yes

0

Yes

The next table shows the detailed experimental results for random ads recommendation,
targeted ads recommendations and login based recommendations
ID
1

Table 15. Detailed readings for different recommendation techniques

Liked
4

Random ads

Targeted ads

Total rated Liked
10

4

Login-based

Total rated Liked

7

6

Total rated

7
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2

5

17

3

7

5

10

4

2

7

3

7

0

0

3
5
6
7
8
9

4

9

7
4

4

10

6

9

4

9

3
4

5

9

4

4

10

4

7

6

15

10

1

1

6

11

13

10
9

8

9

1

9

1

8

10

The next table shows the results of the experiments for happy context scenario.
Table 16. Experimental results for happy emotion context scenario

ID

Was happy
emotion

captured

Did you like the
ad?

correctly?

Was the ad

Under which

current mood?

recommend to

suitable for your emotions do you
show this ad?

1

Yes

No

Don’t like to see

2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Happy, Neutral

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Happy, Sad,

4

Yes

No

5

Yes

Yes

Yes

Happy, Sad,

6

Yes

Yes

Yes

Happy, Neutral

7

Yes

Yes

Yes

Happy

8

Yes

Yes

Yes

Happy, Sad

the ad at all

Neutral

Don’t like to see
the ad at all
Neutral
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9

Yes

Yes

Yes

Happy, Sad,
Neutral

The next table shows the same results but under the sad context scenario.
Table 17. Experimental results for sad emotion context scenario

ID

Was sad
emotion

captured

Did you like the
ad?

correctly?
1

Yes

2

No

Was the ad

Under which

your current

recommend to

suitable for
mood?

Yes

Yes

emotions do you
show this ad?
Happy, sad,
neutral

No

recommendation
tested

3

No

No

recommendation
tested

4

No

No

recommendation
tested

5

Yes

No

Don’t like to see

6

Yes

Yes

Happy, sad,

7

Yes

No

Don’t like to see

8

No

the ad at all
neutral

the ad at all

No
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recommendation
tested
9

No

No

recommendation
tested
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Appendix III - Detailed advertisement vectors representation
Similarity vector attributes that employ set vectorization can be explained by the list below.

The resulting similarity measure between two advertisements is the average similarity of all
their underlying attributes.

Table 18. Detailed advertisement vector attributes using average similarity measure

Attribute

Type

Similarity measure

Target interest

nominal

1 if both ads have the same value, 0 otherwise

Ad genre

nominal

1 if both ads have the same value, 0 otherwise

Brand name

nominal

1 if both ads have the same value, 0 otherwise

Target gender

nominal

1 if both ads have the same value, 0.5 if one of the

Users liked

Array

Compute jaccard similarity between two sets

Users disliked

Array

Compute jaccard similarity between two sets

Duration in seconds

integer

Compute cosine similarity between both integer

Target minimum age

integer

Target maximum age

integer

Final similarity

float

ads targets all genders, 0 otherwise

vectors

Find the average value of all the above similarities

The calculations can be explained through the below example of two ad records for which we
need to compute their average similarity based on their set vectorization representation.
Attribute

Target interest
Ad genre

Brand name

Table 19. Example of set similarity computation using set vectorization

Ad 1

Ad 2

Comedy

Drama

Electronics

Samsung

Similarity

Fashion

0

Boss

0

0
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Target gender

Males

Males

1

Users liked

[User1,User2]

[User3,User1]

0.333

Duration in seconds

30

30

Cosine similarity = 1

Target maximum

45

45

Users disliked

Target minimum age
age

Final similarity

[User3,User5]

18

[User5,User4]

18

= average of the 7 similarity measures
above

0.333

0.381

The following table shows the vector representation in case cosine or Pearson similarity
measures are used.

Table 20. Advertisment vector representation in case of Cosine Similarity or Pearson Coefficient measures

Attribute

Type

Brand ID

integer

Target interest ID

integer

Target gender ID

integer

Ad genre ID

integer

Size in megabytes

float

Duration in seconds

integer

Target minimum age

integer

Target maximum age

integer

Number of user ratings

integer

Common user 1 rating

float

….

float
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Common user N rating; where N is the
number of users who rated both ads

float

Notice that the above approaches integrate content intrinsic properties with historical

transactions. This way when a new ad is introduced to the system, the set vectorization will
assign 0 similarity for users liked set and users disliked set attributes and will compute the

average similarity based only on the content intrinsic properties. The numerical vectorization
technique will also exclude common user ratings and will only rely on the content intrinsic
properties. As a result, this technique is not vulnerable to the cold-start problem.
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Appendix IV – Context representation
Below is a listing of the JSON object that represents the contextual data captured by the client
application. This is the object that is sent to the back-end recommendation engine to be used

as input calculations. In case the user did not log in, the loggedInUser object will be omitted.
{

"loggedInUser": {

"id": "134500391",

"name": "Youssef Youssef",
"age_range": {
},

"min": 21

"birthday": "07/31/1983",

"email": "youssefy@aucegypt.edu",
"education": [],

"gender": "male",
"hometown": {

"id": "115351105145884",

},

"name": "Cairo, Egypt"

"first_name": "Youssef",
"languages": [
{

},
{

],

}

"id": "103755242996777",

"name": "Egyptian Arabic"

"id": "106059522759137",
"name": "English"

"last_name": "Youssef",
"locale": "en_US",
"location": {

"id": "115351105145884",

},

"name": "Cairo, Egypt"

"isLoggedIn": true,

"facebookInterests": [ ...],
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"viewshipInterests": {
"Action": true,

"Adventure": true,
"Comedy": true,
"Crime": false,
"Drama": false,

"Fantasy": false,

"Historical": false,
"Horror": false,

"Romance": false,
},

"Science fiction": true

"shoppingInterests": {

"Arts & Entertainment": false,
"Autos & Vehicles": true,
"Beauty & Fitness": true,

"Books & Literature": false,

"Business & Industrial": false,

"Computers & Electronics": true,
"Fashion": true,

"Finance": false,

"Food & Drink": true,
"Games": true,

"Hobbies & Leisure": true,
"Home & Garden": false,

"Internet & Telecom": true,
"Jobs & Education": false,
"Law & Government": false,

"Online Communities": false,
"People & Society": true,
"Pets & Animals": false,
"Real Estate": true,
"Sports": true,

},

}

"Travel": true

"cameraContext": [
{

"faceId": "af53183f-c023-4281-90f0-ce102af827f3",
"faceRectangle": {
"top": 163,
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"left": 268,

"width": 182,
},

"height": 182

"faceAttributes": {
"headPose": {
"pitch": 0,

"roll": -9.5,
},

"yaw": -3.6

"gender": "male",
},

"age": 36.6

"profileImageID": "f0cb6a70-0b3c-4235-be88-502d429a1f54",
"viewshipInterests": {
"Action": true,

"Adventure": true,
"Comedy": true,
"Crime": false,
"Drama": false,

"Fantasy": false,

"Historical": false,
"Horror": false,

"Romance": false,
},

"Science fiction": true

"shoppingInterests": {

"Arts & Entertainment": false,
"Autos & Vehicles": true,
"Beauty & Fitness": true,

"Books & Literature": false,

"Business & Industrial": false,

"Computers & Electronics": true,
"Fashion": true,

"Finance": false,

"Food & Drink": true,
"Games": true,

"Hobbies & Leisure": true,
"Home & Garden": false,

"Internet & Telecom": true,
"Jobs & Education": false,
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"Law & Government": false,

"Online Communities": false,
"People & Society": true,
"Pets & Animals": false,
"Real Estate": true,
"Sports": true,
},

"Travel": true

"facebookInterests": [ ... ],
"name": "Youssef Youssef",
"gender": "male",

"birthday": "07/31/1983",

"email": "youssefy@aucegypt.edu",
"hometown": {

"id": "115351105145884",

},

"name": "Cairo, Egypt"

"location": {

"id": "115351105145884",

},

"name": "Cairo, Egypt"

"languages": [
{

},
{

],

}

]

}

"id": "103755242996777",

"name": "Egyptian Arabic"

"id": "106059522759137",
"name": "English"

"emotionContext": [
],
}

"happiness"

"locationContext": "Al Matar, Qism El-Nozha, Cairo Governorate, Egypt"
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